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i
Science is at no moment quite right, but it is seldom quite wrong,
and has, as a rule, a better chance of being right than the the-
ories of the unscientific. It is, therefore, rational to accept it
hypothetically.
Bertrand Russell, “My Philosophical Development”, 1959.
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Abstract
This thesis considers two aspects within the broad seismic signal process-
ing field.
Optimal array filtering is studied in the context of seismic signal analy-
sis where off-line processing allows identification of signal parameters. The
filtering problem is formulated in the discrete time domain rather than the
frequency domain. It is shown that complete nulling of coherent interfer-
ence in the absence of sensor noise is generally possible with an array of FIR
filters. The order of each filter is determined from signal arrival times and
not duration. The filter design may also be optimised for operation in the
presence of random noise.
After the coherent interference is removed or attenuated, the resulting sig-
nals are used to identify the acoustic impedance profile between the source
and sensor. This problem is formulated as an identification problem con-
cerned with a one-dimensional lossy wave equation.
An analytic solution to the lossy wave equation is used to develop a
discrete space/discrete time model of seismic signal propagation through a
nonhomogeneous medium. The use of a finite spatial domain allows boundary
conditions to be explicitly included in the input-state-output model. A one-
step ahead recursive algorithm is presented for identification of the acoustic
impedance given finite data records. Given input/output information at
each boundary, the model may also be operated for periods greater than
vi
the transient period thus allowing identification based on the complete data
record.
vii
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1 Introduction
Seismic signal processing of acoustic waves is concerned with the analysis of
signals reflected from or transmitted through different rock layers beneath
the earth’s surface. Assuming an initial ‘layer-cake’ earth model, the seismic
energy is artificially induced into the sub-layers and is partially reflected back
to the sensor array when it encounters discontinuities between (or within)
the layers. After processing this reflection seismology data, information for
use in the earth sciences and the search for hydrocarbons is interpreted.
An additional use for seismic signal processing is the study of global scale
events where the excitation signal is not usually a controlled element of the
experiment e.g. nuclear weapons test verification and earth quakes.
This thesis describes research conducted in two related areas within the
broad field of seismic signal processing (SSP):
• Optimal Array Filtering, and
• discrete modelling of lossy wave propagation as part of Seismic Inver-
sion.
In order to establish both the overall context within which this work fits and
also its motivation, a brief description of some important aspects of current
seismic analysis is given. The approach and contribution of this research,
and a thesis outline, is then presented.
1
1.1 Motivation
The search for hydrocarbon reserves is becoming more difficult with eas-
ily recovered supplies more scarce. This tendency has led to an increase in
sophistication of search techniques including higher resolution field data ac-
quisition and more intensive SSP as target zones have become deeper and
smaller. Recovery efficiency is also being increased through use of more ac-
curate reserve information, e.g. some coal mining now uses cross borehole
tomography to map seams and plan overburden removal. Improvements in
signal processing algorithms and implementation platforms have resulted in
regions being periodically searched as resolution improves allowing smaller
reserves to be found.
This work brings array filtering techniques to seismic data processing
aimed at suppressing (or preferably nulling completely) interference that re-
duces data integrity. Current sensor array signal processing for the suppres-
sion of interference is equivalent to ‘delay and sum’ methods. This may work
well on random noise but performance is poor when interference components
possess structure such as when the interference is a delayed version of the
desired signal.
While techniques to image the earth’s subsurface have been used in in-
dustry for some time, the recovery of fine detail describing earth properties
within each earth layer (previously assumed constant) is an area of active re-
search. One aspect of this problem is that no direct methods exist for solving
2
the partial differential equations which describe seismic energy propagation
given only input and output measurements.
Motivation of this research then is two-fold:
1. the development of optimal array filtering algorithms to suppress co-
herent noise in trace data more effectively. This improves the effec-
tiveness of layer identification techniques while also ensuring that one-
dimensional inversion algorithms process data from a specific region.
2. the development of a more exact algorithm for wave propagation mod-
elling based on an analytic recursive solution of a lossy wave equation.
This new model incorporates input and output signals at each end of
the finite length one-dimensional spatial region. It thus removes the
nexus which has existing signal propagation modelling based on a lay-
ered homogeneous media model forming part of identification schemes
for determining properties of inhomogeneous media.
1.2 Preliminaries
The seismic signals propagating through the earth consist of longitudinal
pressure waves (P-waves) and transverse shear waves (S-waves). Knowledge
of the velocities of these waves can provide all elastic properties of an isotropic
solid. At present, S-waves have been largely ignored both in industry and in
research1 and this work considers only P-waves. The possibility, then, that
1[3] gives some reasons for this including the difficulty of relating P-wave based and
S-wave based observations, and lower signal to noise ratio in the latter case.
3
propagation mode conversion might also occur is excluded.
The one-dimensional wave equation used in this work is
ρ(z)
∂2ψ
∂t2
=
∂
∂z
(
µ(z)
∂ψ
∂z
)
(1.1)
where ψ(z, t) is the (longitudinal) particle displacement, ρ(z) is the density,
and µ(z) is the shear modulus. ψ(z, t) is measured in the direction of prop-
agation z and gives rise to pressure variations. Some assumptions regarding
material properties allow (1.1) to be simplified for this preliminary discus-
sion. If shear modulus and density are considered constant, perhaps inspired
by an earth model based on layers2 of constant physical properties, then (1.1)
may be written as (
∂2
∂t2
− v2 ∂
2
∂z2
)
ψ(z, t) = 0 (1.2)
where velocity v
4
=
√
µ/ρ. Equation (1.2) is the acoustic wave equation and
may be solved for each layer in the earth model.
Ignoring external inputs and boundary constraints during solution, and
taking the one-dimensional Fourier transform F{·} of (1.2) with respect to
the spatial variable z gives
d2V
dt2
+ ω2V = 0 (1.3)
where V (kz, t)
4
= F{ψ(z, t)} and ω2 4= −v2(−ikz)2. Equation (1.3) has a
sinusoidal solution containing the two components
U
4
= ei(ωt+kzz) (1.4)
2Alternatively, concentric ‘shells’.
4
D
4
= e−i(ωt−kzz) (1.5)
where (1.4) corresponds to an upgoing wave and (1.5) corresponds to a down-
going wave. In (1.4,1.5), the temporal frequency is ω (called ‘frequency’)
and the transform of the spatial variable z is the spatial frequency kz (called
‘wavenumber’). The assumption that pressure wave propagation can be mod-
elled as up- and downgoing waves in constant property earth layers is very
popular in seismic analysis. This is not surprising given that many computa-
tional methods rely on some form of finite element analysis with a common
inherent assumption of constant parameters over some discretised element.
For z measured from the earth’s surface, direct access to the surface
layer’s system (1.2) is possible at the end point z = 0. An input ψx(z = 0, t)
is applied and the response ψ(z = 0, t) is recorded. The identification task
is to first relate this input/output data to the model, and then to derive
geophysical information.
The valid use of a model must be subject to issues such as the model’s
internal consistency, the scope of any (simplifying) assumptions upon which
it is based, and the external consistency of its input/output characteristics
when compared to observed behaviour. Identified earth parameters, such
as the velocity profile, are subject to geophysical constraints which restrain
the class of admissible models. Much analysis in seismic signal processing is
based on a relatively simple signal/media model of up- and downgoing waves
travelling in homogeneous layered media. A common defence of such mod-
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els is that, with care, they can be made to work. As noted by Robinson[1],
the ultimate aim of signal processing is to provide useful information about
the subsurface region and not necessarily to describe accurately wave prop-
agation. However, it is generally believed that a better understanding of
the geophysical principles involved leads to more effective and economical
computer implementations of numerical methods. It is important to limit
computational load and the principle of parsimony does suggest considera-
tion of less complex models if adequate accuracy can be obtained.
The multi-layer earth model permits wave propagation along linear ray
paths within each layer with no scattering effects. No magnitude changes
occur within a layer, i.e. propagation is not subject to absorption, and at
layer interfaces signal continuity arguments lead to reflection and transmis-
sion coefficients describing magnitude results3 (see Figure 1.1). The lack of
lateral variation in media properties plus the essentially vertical propagation
of signals in this earth model justify the use of a one-dimensional wave equa-
tion. In typical land seismic data acquisition, a seismic source (explosive
or vibrating) is triggered and the resultant compressional waves observed
by several sensors. The sensors are usually positioned at regular (spatial)
intervals with no sensor so close to the source that nonlinear effects4 occur.
If the sensor array lies along a straight line, the implicit assumption is
3Snell’s law can describe incident and transmission angles if media impedances are
available.
4A sensor located too close to an explosive source could be subject to signal overload,
or even be in a region that underwent plastic deformation.
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Figure 1.1: U and D waves in a layered media.
that the earth probed is two dimensional i.e. all reflected signals received
by the array originate from earth property variations located in the plane
beneath the array. After each shot, the excitation source and the sensors are
moved forward horizontally by 1 or 2 spatial samples. If the earth really was
accurately modelled by a ‘layer-cake’ in which there was no lateral variation
in earth properties, no extra information would be gained by repeating the
experiment at the new location. However, this particular earth model (like
many others) should be seen as a tool upon which useful seismic analysis
may be based.
Seismic field recordings generate vast amounts of raw data. Table 1.1
contains some typical recording parameters. The data collected from the
sensor array after each shot is called a ‘gather’. There may be from 96 to
1024 traces in one data gather. Ideally, one might desire zero-offset data,
7
distance between adjacent shot positions 50m
distance between adjacent sensors 25m
length of a seismic data trace 6s
time sampling interval 2ms
data samples per shot from 256 sensors 768000
Table 1.1: Typical data acquisition parameters.
i.e. a data trace received from a sensor co-located with the seismic source,
so that the down- and upgoing waves sample the same region. However, this
is not possible (especially with explosive shots) and so data is recorded at
regular non-zero offsets of the sensor array.
The data contains considerable redundancy both within a single gather
and across gathers. At shallow depths where the horizontal sampling interval
is small relative to the lateral variation rate of earth parameters, multiple
sensors receive signals which have probed essentially the same media during
a data gather. This redundancy can also occur between consecutive data
gathers if the seismic source produces a sufficiently constant shot. This
is because the incremental method of moving the signal sensors and the
seismic source allows many of the signal paths to overlap. At greater depths,
the signal paths for a gather can converge towards a reflector so that a
relatively small media region is probed by many signals. Various algorithms
take advantage of the redundancy present and have the welcome side effect
of data reduction. The possibility of data loss at this stage should not be
ignored however.
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A linear convolutional model [1, 2] may be proposed to assist in under-
standing how the received signals are generated from a layered earth model.
The seismic source is ideally a sharp spike or impulsive function especially if
subsequent deconvolution processing is envisaged. However, the non-linear
effects5 around the shot point give rise to an oscillatory waveform of some
length. This signal is called the source wavelet6. It is transmitted into the
earth giving rise to sensor data traces which may be viewed as
(field trace) = (source wavelet)?(absorption)?
(reflection response)?
(instrument response) + (noise)
(1.6)
where ? denotes convolution. For an earth model of constant layer parame-
ters, the field trace would represent some linear filtered version of the source
wavelet. The reflection response would be a series of impulses corresponding
to layer reflection coefficients convolved with some model for the multiple
reflections i.e.
(field trace) = (source wavelet)?(absorption)?
(reflection coefficient impulse series)?
(multiple reflection component)?
(instrument response) + (noise)
(1.7)
In marine seismic studies, it is possible to record the wavelet between the
source and the surface below, and after correcting for various propagation
effects, to estimate the shape of the source wavelet. However, for land based
studies, such recordings are not possible.
5If the non-linear effects are ignored, then excitation may be viewed as an actual sharp
spike giving rise to the ‘travelling δ(·) functions’ model.
6[2] justifies viewing excitation and return signals as wavelets. Note that excitation
sources such as explosive charges posses finite energy/finite time characteristics.
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Excitation phase uncertainty suggests the use of correlation based analy-
sis. By careful design of the seismic source, it is possible to ‘front end load’
the energy content of the excitation wavelet. A minimum delay waveform is
defined [2, 18] as the waveform that has the largest concentration of energy
in the early part of the waveform in the class of all waveforms with the same
magnitude spectrum. It can be shown that this characteristic of minimum
delay energy delivery corresponds to the minimum phase waveform given an
autocorrelation constraint. Hence, it appears reasonable to postulate that
the source wavelet is minimum phase.
The reflection coefficients which are part of the layered earth model7 are
observed to possess magnitude less than 1 so the more times that a seismic
pulse is reflected and transmitted, the more it is delayed and attenuated.
From a lattice filter modelling viewpoint, this reflection coefficient observa-
tion suggests that the reflection response is also minimum phase. The absorp-
tion and instrument response are adequately known so, in general, processing
of only correlation or spectral information can give a valid reconstruction of
the input waveforms because the overall system may be viewed as minimum
phase.
It is possible to formulate a least squares filter to solve for an all-zero
equivalent inverse system for the unknown source wavelet. In terms of the
auto-correlation matrix {ri} of the received wavelet, this problem may be
7The earth is considered to be a causal ‘filter’ of seismic signals.
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expressed as 
r0 r1 r2 . . .
r1 r0 r1 . . .
r2 r1 r0 . . .
...
...
...
. . .


a0
a1
a2
...
 =

b
0
0
...
 (1.8)
where the time series a′ = [a0, a1, a2, . . .] is the best prediction of the (negative
of the) wavelet, subject to a scaling constant b. As the appropriate order of
the wavelet is not known at this stage, a recursive approach is advantageous
instead of immediately inverting the Toeplitz matrix. An incremental method
of solving (1.8) may be thought of as a predictor of the wavelet w because,
after a0, each subsequent ai is chosen to set 0 =
∑i
j=1wjai−j.
The approach of Burg [2, 18] to solving (1.8) reduces the end effect bias
in estimates of rk; k > 0 by ensuring the filter does not run off the end of the
data. Since both the forward and reverse time series share the same autocor-
relation, the predictor cost may be expressed in terms of both forward and
reverse prediction errors and by using the Levinson [2] recursion, a minimum
phase solution for the wavelet may be derived. The selection of wavelet dura-
tion is not resolved here but it should be recalled that the excitation seismic
wavelet possesses a finite time property.
Because the multiple reflection component of (1.7) may be regarded as
a random sequence of impulses8, it contributes a scaling factor to the auto-
correlation analysis of (1.7) for suitable windowed data and an estimate of
the seismic wavelet may be obtained. To discover the earth’s structure (and
8A small number of regions in the world achieve notoriety because the depths of the
earth model layers possess structure, thus complicating analysis.
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target area parameters), given inexact knowledge of the excitation signal, is
the aim of much seismic analysis.
Many signal processing techniques are employed in order to present trace
data to the geophysicist so that it may be visually interpreted. Processing
may also be directed towards improving the match of various models under-
lying the study with the actual data, and also the reduction of interference.
An overview of some of these techniques is now given.
1.3 Seismic Signal Processing Techniques
After surface studies or, in the case of prospecting, a reconnaissance stage,
a generalised picture of the subsurface may be obtained in selected areas
via gravity and magnetic exploration methods. An investigation may then
proceed to greater depths where the gravity and magnetic methods lose res-
olution [4]. Drilling can occur and core samples and well logging provide
additional information which brings focus to the developing earth model.
Since drilling is relatively expensive, reflection seismology9 can be invoked
to provide structural information. It is important to order this information
according to scale, i.e. the presence and location of layers, referred to here
as macro level information, and fine detail describing the properties within
a layer, referred to here as micro level information.
At the macro level, the data is processed to improve resolution and signal
9By placing sensors and/or excitation sources in boreholes, it is also possible to conduct
transmission seismology experiments. An alternative probing energy is radar. In this
introductory discussion, these latter are ignored.
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to noise ratio (SNR), and returning reflections are detected. The strengths
and arrival times of the reflected seismic wavelets are determined and used
to extend the subsurface earth model with wave propagation details such as
average velocity (see [5]) and average absorption. The presence of reflections
not predicted by the earth model naturally leads to further analysis and
subsequent extension of the subsurface model where necessary. The aim of
this seismic imaging is to construct an accurate earth model in terms of
(spatial) depth.
The major macro level processing techniques are now described in relation
to Figure 1.2. This discussion will introduce some wave propagation concepts,
but more importantly it will provide some indication of the complexity of
signal processing already implemented.
(a) Amplitude Correction - The spherical spreading of the excitation wave
produces an attenuation proportional to the reciprocal of distance trav-
elled in the far field. All return signals are recorded referenced to a two
way time10 (TWT). Because of the earth’s inhomogeneity, a velocity
profile v(z), either estimated or measured if near a borehole, is used to
relate TWT to the distance between the surface and the region probed
before a corrective travel time dependent amplification may be applied
i.e.
Gain ∝ Distance
10Also called two way travel time = 2× travel time.
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Figure 1.2: Seismic Data Acquisition.
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where
TWT = 2
∫ Distance
0
dz
v(z)
(b) Frequency Filtering - Acoustic waves travelling in the earth experience
absorption which may be viewed as a frictional loss. This loss is es-
sentially proportional to the number of cycles travelled thus giving rise
to the concept of the earth as a ‘low pass filter’. Appropriate band
pass filters are applied in a subjective manner to the return signal pro-
gressively reducing the bandwidth as travel time (and hence distance
travelled) increases. This helps to maintain the SNR by suppressing
high frequency noise components that are no longer masked by infor-
mation bearing components.
The travel time dependent corrections (a) and (b) therefore attempt to undo
normal propagation losses (and preserve the validity of a lossless model).
(c) Muting - The upper layers of the earth usually include a weathered layer.
This layer can produce reflections that are uninteresting with respect
to the construction (or refinement) of a depth based earth model and so
this section of the return signal may be windowed out. As mentioned
earlier, the multiple receivers provide some return signal redundancy
which can be exploited when retrieving a desired signal. At short travel
times however, the differences in probing path can render invalid the
necessary assumption that the traces contain information about the
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same region. Note also that the very early sections of the data trace
before the seismic source arrives provide an opportunity to estimate
the statistical characteristics of the background noise. This noise can
be attributed to sources such as the signal sensors, the field recording
equipment, and micro-seismic activity.
(d) Statics - Variations in the elevation of the earth’s surface where the
sensor array is usually located, plus lateral variations in the depth
and velocity characteristics of the weathered layer, make the estab-
lishment of a global time reference point across multiple data gathers
non-trivial. One approach is to locate the excitations (usually explo-
sive) in a shot-hole drilled into bedrock. Corrections can then be made
involving measured (or estimated) uphole velocity estimates obtained
from a number of sample holes drilled into the weathered layer near
the receiver sensors. If the excitation signals cannot be induced into
the bedrock, use must be made of wave refraction theory and redun-
dancy in the data although this method could fail in regions where the
bedrock is undulating.
Another method which can lead to automatic statics correction involves
calculating the cross correlations of adjacent traces after they have un-
dergone Normal Move Out (NMO) correction (described in 1.3(e)).
Assuming that the surface-located sensors have an adequate (lateral)
spatial sampling rate, one would expect that a feature tracked smoothly
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across one data gather would line up exactly with its seismic images
present in an adjacent data gather. By cross correlating only the rel-
evant time (and depth) sections of two adjacent traces belonging to
different data gathers, the relative time offset of the main correlation
peak can be used as a correction measure. Static corrections within
data gathers and between data gathers can be fixed or dynamic with
respect to the trace number.
(e) Normal Move Out- As shown in Figure 1.2, data traces received at dif-
fering offsets from the application point of excitation travel different
distances. The zero-offset travel time t0 is defined as the travel time
required for a seismic signal to travel vertically down to a horizontal
reflector and then reflect back up (via the same ray path) to the sensor.
When the sensor is located at an offset x measured horizontally from
the excitation point, a seismic signal travelling at velocity v will record
a travel time t which has a hyperbolic relationship with x i.e.
t2 = t20 +
x2
v2
(1.9)
To extend this relationship for multiple layers, v becomes an RMS value
calculated using individual layer travel time weights (see [4]). In order
to correct for this hyperbolic time distortion in the data, some idea of
the velocity profile is required. By analysing t2 and x2 relationships
for specific reflectors chosen at increasing depths, it is possible to con-
struct (or refine) a velocity profile and to correct for this geometric
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effect. A number of other approaches exist [2, 4] with some designed to
minimise computation. Automatic methods also exist to find a best fit
(usually in a least squares sense) using signal processing similar to the
correlation based method discussed earlier. Corrections are calculated
for various velocities (or velocity profiles) and cross correlation used
to determine the best correction across traces at various depths. The
actual correction applied is to compress time for data traces which have
travelled laterally further. In this way, time referenced (and depth ref-
erenced) features from traces which have undergone differing amounts
of lateral travel align. The correction will be time varying for regions
with complex velocity profiles and iteration may be required.
The effectiveness of cross correlation analysis in identifying similar wavelets
is influenced by the signal shapes. Reflections received by adjacent sensors
that have originated from the same reflector will have closely related shapes
especially when contrasted with reflections from different reflectors that have
travelled along different paths. In this way, the attenuation and dispersion
effects help to ensure more reliable feature tracking across data traces via
correlation based methods.
Sections (a)-(e) can be seen to correct for effects associated with the
target region’s geometry and wave propagation characteristics. They may
also be used to ensure better matching between some of the less complex
propagation models and the data finally processed. The following filtering
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techniques attempt to process reflection wavelets into a form more useful for
visually and numerically interpreting the data.
(f) Spiking - The identification of wavelet travel times is considerably easier
and more reliable if the observed wavelets possess a short time dura-
tion. If one assumes that the original excitation wavelet was minimum
delay, then it is possible to build a deconvolution11 filter of appro-
priate length which, when applied to a data trace, converts wavelets
into more impulsive functions or ‘spikes’. Propagation through rock
for long distances results in attenuation and low pass filtering effects
(noted earlier) plus dispersive effects due to the wavelength dependence
of velocity. Interpretation of the data traces becomes even more diffi-
cult when closely located reflectors give rise to overlapping images of
the excitation wavelet.
One approach is to design a least squares filter to convert received
wavelets into some form more suited to subsequent analysis such as
travel time determination. Defining the vectors
filter coefficients f = (f0, f1, f2, . . . fm)
measured (or estimated) wavelet x = (x0, x1, x2, . . . xm)
desired wavelet d = (d0, d1, d2, . . . dm+n+1)
(1.10)
11The term deconvolution is used in the sense of (1.7), i.e. that it ‘undoes’ the result of
convolving the input signal (exact shape usually unknown) with the propagation path.
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then
f

x0 x1 . . . xn 0 . . . 0
0 x0 x1 . . . xn 0 . . . 0
...
. . . . . .
...
0 . . . 0 x0 x1 . . . xn
 = d (1.11)
Denoting the (m + 1) × (m + n + 1) matrix containing rows of mea-
sured data as B, the standard form of (1.11) may be obtained by post
multiplying by B′ i.e.
fR′ = dB′ (1.12)
where R is the autocorrelation matrix of the wavelet, and techniques
similar to those used to solve (1.8) are again appropriate. Design is-
sues include first estimating the time duration (n + 1) of the original
wavelet, and then selecting a filter order (m + 1) and a new wavelet
shape (see [2]). It is possible to design some measure of output wavelet
‘performance’ possibly related to narrowness of pulse. A number of
filters may then be designed and compared, making use of the avail-
able flexibility to choose various output energy lags and filter duration
values.
Note that estimation of wavelet shape is an important area of current
research (see [9], [6] in the context of seismic inversion, or [8] where no
minimum phase assumption is made). Because of the time dependent
wavelet shaping effects of dispersion in the time domain and low pass
filtering in the frequency domain, the deconvolution filter required may
be time varying.
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The conversion of a finite time wavelet into a short duration impulsive
signal corresponds to enhancing the original wavelet’s high frequency
components so that it obtains a broad spectrum. Since the low pass fil-
ter effects of wave propagation in the earth compromise high frequency
SNR, only signal components with magnitude greater than the noise
spectrum can be enhanced thus whitening the signal spectrum to give
a spike.
As the spikes are presented to geologists and geophysicists for interpretation,
the final wavelet shape may be chosen subjectively. One common shape
to aim for is a zero-phase wavelet possessing centrally located peaks from
which it is easier to view and estimate arrival times and signal magnitudes.
Similarly, in the case of automated ‘picking’, a shape may be chosen to
improve the robustness of wavelet magnitude and arrival time estimation
algorithms. Also, the ideas in (f) may be applied towards obtaining better
wavelet shape matching between traces from separate data gathers for which
seismic source repeatability was less than desired.
(g) Dereverbation - The excitation wavelet gives rise to primary reflections
at each intra-layer media property discontinuity. These primary re-
flections produce multiply reflected signals. Assuming the absence of
esoteric stratigraphic structures, the first excitation on a reflector is due
to the excitation wavelet and the first return signal received from such
an illuminated reflector is the primary reflection. As suggested earlier,
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it is possible to construct a time series model [2, 4] for the reverberant
signals within the previously excited (and identified) structure. The
differences between the output of the model and the measured return
signal (the innovations) are then used to further identify deeper struc-
ture (and also to extend the model).
It should be recognised that many of the signal processing ideas overlap, e.g.
wavelet estimation and shaping, Wiener filtering, inversion, and time varying
filtering. In practice, the application of these techniques is dependent on the
region tested. Figuring out which techniques to apply and in what order
constitutes part of the ‘art’ of seismic analysis. Since in some instances little
a priori information may be available, the ability of processing algorithms to
‘self boot’ is useful.
(h) Stacking - After alignment of trace features, the coherence of signals
propagating over spatially close paths is used to advantage through
summing adjacent traces. An SNR improvement is obtained as sig-
nals aligned in time add constructively while other signals add destruc-
tively. For N trace signals, an improvement of 1/
√
N is obtained for
random noise however the improvement is reduced substantially when
the undesired signal includes structured components which are corre-
lated with the desired signal. This simple form of array processing
does not make full use of additional available information regarding
the interferences, e.g. magnitude and arrival times (equivalently, for
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planar waves- direction of arrival), and motivates a major direction of
this thesis. Techniques such as slant stacking [7] and tau-p transform
[17] filtering exist which attempt to use linearly related arrival time
data to advantage when reducing coherent interference. One method
of directing the array’s response peak towards an illuminated reflector
in order to obtain more detailed information at some common depth
point (CDP) is beamforming12.
(i) Migration - The process of transforming information recorded by the
sensor array into a description of the illuminated reflecting surface is
known as migration. It can range in complexity from relatively simple
geometric analysis of signal arrival times based on ray path models
to quite complex so called wave depropagation techniques which can
be necessary when locating reflection sources in structurally complex
regions, e.g. convex dips in layer interfaces which produce a lense effect.
The depropagation techniques (also called backward projection) are
based on the assumption that illuminated reflectors may be regarded
as excitation sources, and that depropagation of a field measured on
the surface will converge to the reflecting surface of interest.
One example of reverse-time propagation is f-k migration. Equation
(1.2) may be extended to include propagation in the horizontal x di-
12A more extensive description of stacking and beamforming is given in Chapter 2.
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rection i.e. [
∂2
∂t2
− v2( ∂
2
∂x2
+
∂2
∂z2
)
]
ψ(z, x, t) = 0 (1.13)
Taking a two-dimensional Fourier transform of (1.13) with respect to
the spatial coordinates z, x gives an equation of the form of (1.3) where
now the solution contains components
(a) U = ei(ωt+kzz−kxx) and (b) D = e−i(ωt−kzz−kxx) (1.14)
The characteristics of these waves are
cu = (ωt+ kzz − kxx) and cd = (ωt− kzz − kxx) (1.15)
and it can be observed that a wavefront expands in the x direction for
both wave components. After a reflector is illuminated by a downgoing
wave, upgoing waves result. If it is assumed that the surface measure-
ments ψ(z = 0, x, t) result from this upgoing wave13, then shifting this
wave field back to its launch time will locate its source. This shifting
is called reverse-time propagation.
The two-dimensional Fourier transform of ψ(z, x, t) with respect to the
spatial variable x and time t is
V (z, kx, ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
ψ(z, x, t)e−i(ωt−kxx) dx dt (1.16)
13Stacking, Beamforming, and the Optimal Array Filtering presented in this thesis allow
various levels of response steering for the sensor array.
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Figure 1.3: 2D wave propagation.
The data measured by the surface sensors ψ(z = 0, x, t) is used as a
boundary condition when transforming a shifted form of (1.16) back to
z, x, t coordinates.
A time shift operator is required in terms of wavenumber kx and tem-
poral frequency ω. The travel time has differential
dt =
∂t
∂x
dx+
∂t
∂z
dz (1.17)
and dt must therefore be expressed in terms of kx and ω. Figure 1.3
shows a sinusoidal plane wave of wavelength λ travelling towards the
surface at angle θ to the vertical z axis. Frequencies and periods are
related by
k =
2pi
λ
, kx =
2pi
λx
, ω =
2pi
T
(1.18)
where k is wavenumber and kx is horizontal wavenumber (spatial fre-
quencies), λx is wavelength incident on sensors, ω is temporal frequency,
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and T is time period. Velocity and wavelength are related by
v = fλ (1.19)
and using (1.18) gives
v =
ω
2pi
2pi
k
=
ω
k
or k =
ω
v
(1.20)
For a stationary point travelling on an upgoing wavefront, cu = 0 in
(1.15), and so
0 = ωt+ kzz − kxx (1.21)
giving apparent velocities
dz
dt
=
−ω
kz
,
dx
dt
=
ω
kx
(1.22)
Defining kz =
√
k2 − k2x, (1.17) may be written
dt =
kx
ω
dx− 1
ω
√
(
ω
v
)2 − k2x (1.23)
Assuming that the original signal travelled from the reflector at (z, x =
0) to sensors at (z = 0, x) in time 0 . . . t0, integration of (1.23) gives∫ t0
0
dt =
1
ω
(∫ x
0
kx dx−
∫ 0
z
√
(
ω
v
)2 − k2x dz
)
(1.24)
or
t0 =
1
ω
(
kx x+
√
(
ω
v
)2 − k2x z
)
(1.25)
Applying the t0 time shift and taking the two-dimensional inverse
Fourier transform gives the depropagated wavefield
ψ(z, x, t) =
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
V (z, kx, ω)e
iω(t+
√
(ω
v
)2−k2xz) dx dt (1.26)
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which enables ψ reconstruction at space-time points of interest in the
subsurface region. This result can be extended for a multi-layer earth
model, and also for signals measured on a 2 dimensional sensor array.
By reconstructing the wavefield at arbitrary space-time points (x, z, t),
imaging of the signal source may be achieved where the wave converges.
A number of other migration schemes exist including time migration
and WKBJ14 migration. The ability to select directionally the signals
originating from a particular region of interest is critical for a migra-
tion scheme to identify a particular reflector. Note that migration can
also be performed before stacking operations (for example, see [14] for
synthetic examples).
After the macro parameters of the subsurface model are determined, at-
tention may be directed to analysis within a layer i.e. the micro level. At
this stage, a change in earth model is appropriate. Instead of using a lumped
parameter model with earth changes represented only at layer interfaces, a
view of the subsurface consisting of continuously varying parameters is taken.
To obtain micro level information about the earth is to invert for these con-
tinuously varying parameters.
(j) Inversion - This element of seismic signal processing is still a very active
14From [1], named after Wentzel, Kramers, and Brillouin who developed it in 1926
for application to Schro¨dinger equation solutions, and Jeffreys who presented the same
method in 1924.
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area of current research. Of many different approaches available, two
major groups are briefly described here.
The work earlier this century directed to solving the inverse problem
of quantum scattering has led to the following approach. Recall (1.1)
where now the space-time region of interest is specified.
ρ(z)
∂2ψ
∂t2
=
∂
∂z
(
µ(z)
∂ψ
∂z
)
; t > 0, z ≥ 0 (1.27)
The system is assumed to be quiescent initially i.e.
ψ(z, t) = 0, t < 0 (1.28)
An impulsive input is applied at z = 0
∂ψ(z = 0, t)
∂z
=
δ(t)
µ(0)
, (1.29)
and an output measured
g(t)
4
= ψ(z = 0, t) (1.30)
As indicated in [10], it is not possible to reconstruct both ρ(z) and
µ(z). Instead, the acoustical impedance A = 1/
√
ρµ is recovered. By
defining the transformation from spatial cordinate z to travel time ξ
ξ(z) =
∫ z
0
√√√√ρ(s)
µ(s)
ds (1.31)
then (1.27) may be written
A(ξ)
∂2ψ(ξ, t)
∂t2
=
∂
∂z
(
A(ξ)
∂ψ(ξ, t)
∂z
)
; t > 0, ξ ≥ 0 (1.32)
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and the input (1.29) is
∂ψ(ξ = 0, t)
∂ξ
=
δ(t)
A(0)
. (1.33)
The method is to first recover A(ξ) and then to obtain A(z) by inverting
(1.31). It is assumed that the macro level imaging has provided an
initial velocity profile used in (1.31)15.
The Gelfand-Levitan and Marchenko methods are introduced by defin-
ing φ =
√
Aψ. Equation (1.32) then reduces to
∂2φ
∂t2
− ∂
2φ
∂ξ2
+ q(ξ)φ = 0 (1.34)
where
q(ξ) =
∂2
(√
A
)
∂ξ2
/
√
A . (1.35)
Taking the time Fourier transform of (1.34) gives the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion
d2φ¯
dξ2
+ k2φ¯ = q(ξ)φ¯ (1.36)
where φ¯ = F{φ}. The Gelfand-Levitan and Marchenko methods [10]
solve (1.36) via a related Sturm-Liouville problem. A number of vari-
ations are possible including a non-linear version by Symes [12] specif-
ically for the geophysical problem. While the problem formulation is
15As noted in Chapter 4, [13] showed results implying that the map from g to v is not
uniformly continuous, and that it is best to phrase the problem in terms of reflectivity
r = A′/A. Recently, [12] has shown that the coordinate conversion from z to ξ provided
by (1.31) removes the ill-posed nature of solving from r to g due to phase shifts inherent
in inverting (1.31).
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analytic, its solution still requires evaluation of integral equations for
which general solutions are not known [11].
An alternative approach is to model the propagation of energy prob-
ing the unknown subsurface region. Methods similar to the predictive
deconvolution have been studied and demonstrated in [6] to invert for
constant reflectivity ‘layers’ on a fine scale. As noted in [16], such iden-
tification schemes can be extremely unstable and various additional
constraints, such as incorporating measured geophysical information16
and minimising the difference between measured data and modelled
signals, are included in order to obtain a ‘unique’ solution. Models also
vary according to whether 2nd order or coupled 1st order differential
equations are used to form the model.
Models using an exact solution to the one-dimensional wave equation
(1.2) are expected to improve inversion when compared to current approx-
imate models. When one-dimensional analysis provides subsurface region
data sampled along multiple paths, tomographic17 imaging provides a means
of obtaining information for the two-dimensional region.
16Well logging can provide point estimates of acoustical impedance and velocity.
17A distinctive property of geophysical tomography is the relatively large ratio between
mean wavelength of the excitation energy and the physical dimensions of the geological
structures.
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1.4 Approach
Although SSP problems are often ill-posed [11], the data does contain much
redundancy. The actual quantity of data coupled with its measurement in
noisy field conditions leads to inconsistency. Statistical methods are often
used to formulate optimisation procedures in which the degree of inconsis-
tency is minimised or in which some likelihood function is maximised as part
of the solution.
The approach of this thesis into additional SSP tools is deterministic.
The partial differential equation which describes the physics of lossy wave
propagation is analytically solved to give a recursive model for use in seismic
inversion. This can be compared favourably with other techniques using
approximate models based on up- and downgoing waves.
The optimal array filtering problem is formulated in the discrete domain
where all known temporal and spatial information is readily represented.
In contrast, current alternative array filtering techniques derived in the fre-
quency domain do not provide any insight into minimum sufficient sampling
requirements.
It is a fundamental premise of this thesis that known physical laws should
form the basis of solution schemes. This is not to say that statistical tech-
niques do not have a place especially in the implementation stage where data
inconsistency will always be a serious problem. Rather, this work attempts
to take advantage of any inherent structure present in analytic solutions.
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1.5 Thesis Outline
In Chapter 2, a signal model is introduced for the sensor array data to be
processed. Previous array processing results are surveyed and the approach
leading to the Optimal Array Filters of this thesis is introduced. The opti-
mal array filter which is capable of completely nulling coherent interference
is derived. These results are extended in Chapter 3 to include more adverse
interference conditions and also special cases featuring minimum computa-
tion requirements. In Chapter 4, the problem of propagation modelling for
Seismic Inversion is introduced and a result from [25] is used to develop
an analytic recursive solution to (1.1). This result is discretised and inter-
pretation provides insight into the linearity of this and other identification
schemes. A conclusion is presented in Chapter 5.
1.6 Contribution
The summing of return signals (i.e. stacking) to enhance desired signals
is fundamental to much current seismic signal processing. Because some
unwanted signal components (noise) may be reflecting from regions other
than the one of interest, quite a large number of traces may need to be stacked
in order to smear these structured and correlated signals in the time domain.
The optimal array processing developed in this thesis allows unwanted copies
of the desired signal originating from directions other than the desired ‘look’
direction to be nulled.
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Further, a minimum trace count can be assigned to null a given number
of coherent noises as explained in Chapter 2. Methods such as stacking
relying on sensor diversity and the associated assumption that all sensors are
receiving the same signal. When a large number of traces are required to
smear unwanted signal components, there is an increased possibility of the
assumption that all traces represent a spatial sampling of essentially the same
region being false. A known minimum trace count allows one to minimise
errors which might occur if some traces did not contain a copy of the same
desired signal.
An advantage of the methods based on solutions of Schro¨dinger’s wave
equation is that they are exact. Unfortunately, boundary condition con-
straints are ignored and the numerical computation of the solution integrals
cannot be directly related to the input/output measurements. The other
approach described earlier uses only approximate models (of varying com-
plexity) as part of an identification scheme for micro level earth parameters.
The significance of the work in this thesis is that it provides an exact input-
state-output model of wave propagation for use as part of an identification
scheme. Discretisation is only necessary for implementation on a digital com-
puter.
Further, this analytic solution is obtained over a finite spatial domain
thus creating the possibility of better merging of results from the macro and
micro seismic analysis as the input-output models for each earth model layer
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may be cascaded. The exact Schro¨dinger solutions are usually concerned
with infinite half spaces.
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2 Array Filtering of Coherent Interference
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, array processing is introduced as an alternative to the stack-
ing or ‘delay-and-sum’ stage of seismic signal processing described in section
1.3(h). Optimal Array Filters are derived where the term optimal refers to
an ability to null an interference and provide superior performance to the
stacking method of enhancing a desired signal.
As a precursor to addressing the processing of sensor array signals, the
signal environment in which the processor operates is discussed. The special
case of nulling a monochromatic (i.e. narrowband) interference signal is
described. Previous array processing techniques relevant to seismic analysis
are reviewed before Optimal Array Filters are derived with which to null
a broadband coherent interference. A synthetic data example is presented
in order that accurate SNR measurements may be made, and an example
processing data collected from a transmission seismology application is also
presented to verify operation of the filters.
2.2 Signal Model
In this chapter, it is assumed that there are two components present in the
recorded signal - the desired component x and one coherent interference u.
In existing SSP procedures, stacking is performed to take advantage of sig-
nal redundancy and allow SNR enhancement of a desired signal component.
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In reflection seismology, an image of the subsurface region is built up by
enhancing and interpreting reflected components at increasing depths. As
outlined in section 1.3, the redundancy necessary for stacking is due to low
lateral variation rate for earth parameters combined with the relatively high
spatial sampling rate of the sensors.
The generation of seismology data from survey work is considered to be
deterministic. If the same excitation wavelet is applied in consecutive ex-
periments, the same return signals containing components x, u are produced.
This must be the case for redundancy to be possibly useful across separate
data gathers. While the received signals have undergone a frequency selec-
tive attenuation which is dependent on travel time (i.e. distance), the spatial
oversampling amongst sufficiently few sensor groups combined with large sig-
nal travel distances allows one to argue that the effects of propagation are
the same for adjacent traces. If this did not occur, relatively unsophisticated
methods such as stacking could not work. Although the waveform of the ex-
citation signal is unknown, various methods are currently in use to estimate
it. Statistical signal models have been proposed as a means of encapsulating
uncertainty in algorithms to estimate time delay (see for example [28, 29])
and wavelet shape ([9] gives an overview of some approaches). In general,
waveform shape and time delay estimation is a non-trivial task and there is
much current research activity.
In this work the magnitude and arrival times of the trace data components
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modelled by x and u are assumed to have been previously estimated. As
the spectral content or time domain waveform may not be precisely known
for x, u, this work makes no assumptions other than that x, u possess a
finite bandwidth and can therefore be sampled and accurately represented
in discrete time18. Within the limits of the Nyquist rate, the signals are
considered to be broadband. Arguments in support of these assumptions
include the fact that current seismic imaging techniques already depend on
accurately determining the arrival times of reflections in order to locate the
position of layer boundaries. Wavelet processing of original traces facilitates
concentration of the wavelet energy into a smaller temporal region thereby
allowing accurate ‘time picking’ and magnitude measurement at the ‘picked’
time because of the very high SNR present. Some cross checking of this
information is also possible as any seismic imaging must be consistent with
other geophysical information available.
The success of wavelet processing techniques also illustrates the validity of
these assumptions. Recall from Chapter 1 that NMO correction can involve
cross correlation analysis to determine relative arrival time delays between
traces collected from adjacent sensors. The cross correlation of trace data
that has undergone wavelet processing of individual traces (or spiking) is
an example of Generalised Cross Correlation where the wavelet processing
may be regarded as a frequency weighting operation of each channel. As
18Recall from Chapter 1 that wavelets possess finite time duration / finite energy
characteristics.
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mentioned earlier, the filtering of each wavelet can assist visual measurement
of trace parameters or enhance the effectiveness of automatic methods.
Existing stacking can also be used to enhance the coherent interference
providing yet another method of refining magnitude and arrival time infor-
mation. In a similar way, the array processing techniques to be presented
here are also able to ‘self boot’, i.e. approximate signal parameter estimates
allow array filtering to enhance the interference u and obtain data for the
design of a final array filter to null u.
In summary, the signal environment for the signal processing presented
in this chapter will include a desired signal x and a coherent interference19
u, both possessing a known magnitude and arrival time. Signals x, u are
baseband and broadband, i.e. all energy exists within a fixed bandwidth
(usually in the 5Hz to 100Hz range), and energy is spread across all frequen-
cies within the band. When u results from multipath propagation effects
such as reflection, it may share the same waveform as x.
For an array sensor n = 1 . . . N , the received signal will be written
yn(t) = anx(t− ξn) + bnu(t− ρn) (2.1)
where {an, bn} will be referred to as signal magnitudes20 and {ξn, ρn} will be
referred to as signal arrival times. This possible lack of spectral difference
19In Chapter 3, this noise model is extended to multiple coherent interferences and
random noise.
20Strictly, these quantities are gains. Although no reference magnitude is known for x
or u, this work uses the term magnitude in order to remain consistent with other work in
this field.
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between the interference and the desired signal, in combination with a desire
to assume as little as possible about the actual waveforms present, suggests
that directional source diversity be utilised. As an aid in developing Optimal
Array Processing, narrowband beamforming is now introduced.
2.3 Beamforming to Attenuate Monochromatic Inter-
ference
The array shown in Figure 2.1 is receiving a wavefront x(t) from the forward
‘look’ direction. After weighting and summing, the component of the output
s(t) resulting from the input signal x is
sx(t) =
N∑
i=1
wix(t) (2.2)
where wi is the weighting coefficient for each channel. When a monochro-
matic source21 m(t) of wavelength λ is incident at angle θ, the component of
the array output due to this source is
sm(t) =
N∑
i=1
wimi(t) (2.3)
where mi(t) represents m(t) received at sensor i. Given a sensor spacing d
and a wavelength λ, the phase of the mi(t) components may be expressed in
terms of sensor number i as
sm(t) =
N∑
i=1
wie
−i(d sinθ)/λm(t) (2.4)
21In this work, broadband coherent interferences are denoted u and narrowband coherent
interferences are denoted m.
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Figure 2.1: Narrowband Beamformer.
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Nulling of the array output due to m(t) requires that
N∑
i=1
wie
−i(d sinθ)/λ = 0 (2.5)
Define
w′ = [w1w2 . . . wN ]
B′θ = [e
−iφe−2iφ . . . e−Niφ]
where φ = (d sinθ)/λ. Equation (2.5) may be written
w′Bθ = 0 (2.6)
Given an initial weighting wI satisfying some desired response of the beam-
former to x(t), a weighting w is required which satisfies (2.6). This may be
obtained by perturbing wI in the direction of Bθ i.e.
w = wI + µBθ (2.7)
Solving for µ in (2.7) subject to (2.6) gives
µ = −B
′
θwI
B′θBθ
(2.8)
and hence
w =
(
I − BθB
′
θ
B′θBθ
)
wI (2.9)
The matrix
PB = I − BθB
′
θ
B′θBθ
(2.10)
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is a projection matrix which operates on weighting vector wI to give a new
weighting w that is orthogonal to the interference m(t).
Projection matrices occur frequently in beamforming analysis. Note that
this steered null is dependent on the wavelength λ. If another distinct
monochromatic interference was co-located with m(t), equation (2.10) would
no longer provide complete nulling as the geometry of the beamformer’s nulls
depend on wavelength.
One approach to nulling an interference composed of a number of distinct
frequencies is to separate the input signal into a number of (narrow) bands
and steer a beamformer towards each interference and recover it. The recov-
ered interferences from each extra beamformer may then be subtracted from
the output of the beamformer steered towards the desired signal.
Since the vector w is complex in order for (2.6) to be satisfied, quadra-
ture signal components are necessary for the complex multiplication by w.
For baseband applications, the generation of quadrature components is an
extra processing step which may increase total processor complexity further
if Hilbert Transform filters are also required in the case of broadband signals.
2.4 Nulling of Broadband Seismic Interference
Texts such as [30, 31] give a current treatment of the use of filtering sections
in place of complex multipliers when pursuing the attenuation of a broadband
interference. The classical papers [35, 36, 37] introduce the signal processing
structure used in this and other current work applied to the attenuation of
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coherent interference encountered in seismic analysis. The array processing,
which now includes linear FIR filters, can be viewed as a generalisation of
the complex weighting of (2.9). As the seismic problem uses recorded data,
the need for algorithms which can adapt, perhaps even in real-time, does not
arise. Further, the data may be reprocessed until accurate signal parameter
estimates are obtained. This latter freedom has led to the use of a signal
model (described earlier) in formulation and development of ‘Optimum Array
Filters’ (OAF) and ‘Absolutely Optimum Array Filters’ (AOAF) presented
respectively in [40, 41]. The more recent work on ‘Absolutely Optimum Array
Filters’ [41] is briefly described.
For each of N sensors, the output signal is modelled by
yn(t) = anx(t− ξn) + bnu(t− ρn) + wn(t) (2.11)
where x(t) is the desired signal with magnitude an and arrival time ξn, u(t)
is the coherent interference with magnitude bn and arrival time ρn, and wn(t)
is random sensor noise received at the nth sensor. The signals are then time
shifted and amplitude normalised so as to align x(t) giving
sn(t) = x(t) + αnu(t− τn) + vn(t) (2.12)
where αn = bn/an, τ = ρn − ξn, and vn(t) = wn(t + ξn)/an. The array
processor is now steered towards x(t). The noise component vn(t) is not
included in any further analysis although in [41], a simulation is shown in
which some random noise is included.
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Figure 2.2: Array processing structure for absolutely optimal array filters.
The signals yn(t) are passed through filters Fn(ω) and summed (see Figure
2.2) to give
S(ω) =
N∑
n=1
Fn(ω)X(ω) +
N∑
n=1
αne
−jωτnFn(ω)U(ω) . (2.13)
In this description, the response of the array to the desired signal is denoted
D(ω) i.e.
D(ω) =
N∑
n=1
Fn(ω) (2.14)
while the response of the array to the coherent interference is given as
R(ω) =
N∑
n=1
Rn(ω) (2.15)
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where
Rn(ω) = αne
−jωτnFn(ω) (2.16)
In [40], a problem formulation based on minimising ‖R(ω)‖2 gave an underde-
termined system of equations. This problem was then avoided by minimising∑N
i=1 ‖R(ω)−Ri(ω)‖2 instead. Note however that there is no guarantee that
minimising the difference between each individual filter response and the
overall filtering response will necessarily attenuate the interference response.
However, examples were presented in [40] demonstrating such effect. The dif-
ficulties of [40] in minimising ‖R(ω)‖2 were solved in [41] by generalising the
cost function using the parameter γ in (2.17). The filter transfer functions22
are adjusted to minimise
J(γ, ω) =
1
2
N∑
n=1
|γR(ω)− (1− γ)Rn(ω)|2 (2.17)
subject to the desired signal all-pass constraint
D(ω) = 1 (2.18)
The filter coefficients for the AOAF are solved in ([41], equation (26) when
γ = 1) as
Fn(ω) =
1/|an|2 − δ(1/a∗n)
∑N
m=1(1/am)∑N
m=1(1/|am|2)− δ|
∑N
m=1(1/am)|2
(2.19)
where
δ = N−1 ; an = an(ω) = anejωτn (2.20)
22Setting γ = 1/2 corresponds to what was initially called ‘Optimum Array Filters’,
and setting γ = 1 corresponds to minimisation of ‖R(ω)‖2 giving what was then termed
‘Absolutely Optimal Array Filters’.
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and a∗n is the complex conjugate of an.
The response R(ω) of the array to the coherent interference is shown
in ([41], equations (29a,29b)) to be zero except for a case of esoteric signal
conditions. As pointed out in [43], this rejection response, which can be
plotted with a main lobe and zero sidelobe level, is not the same as the
spatial response of a beamformer. For the AOAF, the rejection operation
is dependent on signal ratios αn and relative arrival times τn while for a
beamformer, the rejection response is usually calculated for a plane wave
signal with equal amplitude at each sensor.
A useful insight into the operation of the AOAF is given in [43] by con-
sidering the case in which the interference and desired signal are both plane
wave signals arriving at the sensors with equal amplitudes. Assuming equal
an, (2.19) may be written
Fn(ω) =
(1−N−1B(ω, θI)ejωτn)
N −N−1|B(ω, θI)|2 (2.21)
where B(ω, θI) is the response of the array steered to a plane wave signal at
angle θI . The operation of (2.21) may be viewed in terms of 2 beamformer
sections: the first term in the numerator (unity) passes the desired signal;
and the second term with its progressive phase shift ωτn subtracts off the
response of the array to the interference. The denominator term scales the
total difference ensuring that (2.18) is satisfied given the interaction of the 2
beamformer structures.
One disadvantage of the AOAF is that there is no clear way to determine
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how many sensor signals are required to null completely an interference23.
Since the signal model assumes coherency between sensor signals, it is im-
portant to be able to specify a minimum seismic signal count for successful
filtering. In this way, the possibility of failure of the coherency assumption
(i.e. that adjacent seismic signals have sampled similar subsurface regions
and hence do contain the same x(t) and u(t)) may be minimised.
The filters Fn(ω) are not causal so block data processing is required.
For recorded seismic signals, this is not a problem although implementation
via Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) does impose possible discrete data sample
count constraints. Although digitally recorded field data usually has a sample
count directly suitable for a radix-2 FFT, trace alignment of the x signals
will modify the data samples available for processing. This means that either
zero padding is required for implementation via a radix-2 FFT algorithm, or
a specific sample count FFT algorithm be used.
Because the filter design is formulated and solved in the continuous do-
main, implementation in the discrete domain requires some approximation
(or sampling) of Fn(ω) to be formed of the actual filter functions. It is not
clear how accurately the filter responses Fn(ω) must be discretised to ensure
proper operation.
For AOAF, the discrete time implementation difficulties combined with
23In [40], it is shown that operation of an OAF requires at least 3 sensors (see equation
(28)) but an OAF is unable to null the interference completely. Neither does this require-
ment possess an interpretation in any engineering sense related to signal properties.
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the absence of a mechanism to limit failure of the coherency signal model
assumption has led to the optimal array filtering now presented.
2.5 Optimal Array Filter Design
The sensor array signals yi(t), i = 1 . . . N,N ≥ 2 are modelled by
yi(t) = aix(t− ξi) + biu(t− ρi) (2.22)
where as before, x(t) is the desired signal with magnitude ai and arrival time
ξi, and u(t) is the coherent interference with magnitude bi and arrival time
ρi. The time shifted and amplitude normalised signals are
si(t) = x(t) + αiu(t− τi) (2.23)
where αi = bi/ai and τi = ρi − ξi. In Figure 2.3, the steering section and
the array of linear filters Fi(z), i = 1 . . . N are shown. It is assumed that the
sampling rate accurately captures τi, the relative delays between arrival of
the desired signal and the coherent interference for channel i, i.e.
τi = Ki T ; Ki integer (2.24)
where T is the sampling period. In discrete time, equation (2.23) becomes
si(k) = x(k) + αiu(k −Ki) (2.25)
where for simplicity the explicit reference to the sampling period T has been
omitted. The linear FIR filters {Fi(z), i = 1 . . . N} each of length M are
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Figure 2.3: Optimal Array Filters.
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defined by
Fi(z) =
M−1∑
k=0
fi(k)z
−k (2.26)
The signals of (2.23) are filtered by (2.26) and summed to give the final
output s(k). Let {S,X,U, Si} denote Z transforms of signals {s, x, u, si}.
The array filter output is
S(z) =
N∑
i=1
Fi(z)Si(z) = D(z)X(z) +R(z)U(z) (2.27)
where the response of the array processor to desired signal X(z) is
D(z) =
N∑
i=1
Fi(z) (2.28)
and the array rejection response R(ejω) is defined via
R(z) =
N∑
i=1
αiz
−KiFi(z) . (2.29)
Equation (2.28) provides a constraint on the optimisation that follows. In
some cases, one might choose an all-pass constraint (i.e. D(z) = 1) as was
done in (2.18). Alternatively, given some a priori knowledge regarding the
spectral characteristics of the desired signal and the noise environment, some
shaping could be applied to the desired signal i.e.
D(z) =
M−1∑
k=0
{γk}z−k (2.30)
No a priori knowledge is assumed regarding the waveform of the coherent
interference, and the filter design is performed by formulating an optimisation
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problem to minimise the L2 norm of the rejection response over all frequencies
i.e. minimise
J(γ) =
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
|R(ejω)|2 dω (2.31)
subject to a desired signal response (2.28) for some given γ = {γk; 0 ≤ k ≤
M − 1}. Substituting (2.26) into (2.29) gives the rejection response in the
form
R(z) =
N∑
i=1
M−1∑
j=0
fi(j)αiz
−(j+Ki) (2.32)
Using R(ejω) given in (2.32), the objective function (2.31) may be evaluated
around the unit circle to give
J(γ) =
N∑
i=1
N∑
k=1
M−1∑
j=0
M−1∑
l=0
fi(j)fk(l)q(k−1)M+l,(i−1)M+j (2.33)
where
q(k−1)M+l,(i−1)M+j = αiαkδ[Ki −Kk + j − l] (2.34)
and (the Kronecker delta function)
δ[x] =
{
1 ; x = 0,
0 ; otherwise.
(2.35)
The presence of many zero terms in (2.34) is due to the orthogonality of the
delay terms z−(j+Ki), z−(l+Kk) multiplied to form the spectrumR(e−jω)R(ejω).
The non-zero terms can be seen to depend critically on the difference between
the relative delays. Equation (2.33) can be thought of as an interference sig-
nal energy function which is broadband but specific to signals with particular
magnitude and arrival time parameters measured with respect to the desired
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signal. As the product terms αiαk and fifk might suggest, the L2 norm (2.33)
can be factored into a quadratic form.
Define the NM × 1 array filter coefficient parameter vector
f = (f1(0)f1(1) . . . f1(M − 1)
f2(0)f2(1) . . . f2(M − 1) . . .
. . . fN(0)fN(1) . . . fN(M − 1))′
(2.36)
then it follows that (2.33) can be expressed in the form
J(γ) = f ′Gf (2.37)
where
G =

G11 . . . G1N
...
...
GN1 . . . GNN
 (2.38)
in which
Gik = αiαk

δ[Ki + 1−Kk − 1] . . . δ[Ki + 1−Kk −M ]
...
...
δ[Ki +M −Kk − 1] . . . δ[Ki +M −Kk −M ]
 (2.39)
The structure of the M ×M blocks Gik within the NM ×NM matrix G is
now described.
Denote the M ×M identity matrix as IM . Then it is easily deduced that
Gki = (Gik)
′ ; Gii = α2i IM (2.40)
Gik = 0 ; Kk −Ki ≥M (2.41)
Gik = αiαk
[
0 I(M−(Kk−Ki))
0 0
]
;Kk −Ki < M (2.42)
Equation (2.40) is due to the symmetry present in (2.39). Observe that the
arguments of δ[·] in (2.39) are in the range Ki−Kk − (M − 1) . . . Ki−Kk +
(M − 1) and so (2.41,2.42) follow immediately.
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The minimisation of the array filter rejection response is critically de-
pendent on the magnitude of Kk − Ki relative to the filter order M . This
is not surprising when one considers the passage of interference wavefronts
onto the sensors and after sampling, steering and scaling, into the tapped
delay line filters. If an interference is arriving from near the broadside di-
rection (i.e. close to the direction that the ‘beamformer’ main response has
been steered to), then the relative arrival times will be very close from sensor
to sensor and the resultant differences Kk − Ki will be small. However, if
the interference is arriving from near the endfire angular position relative to
the sensors, then substantial arrival time differences will exist from sensor to
sensor and Kk−Ki will be larger. This means that, in order for the sampled
signals present in the FIR filters to possess coherence, the filter order required
for endfire interference attenuation is larger than for more broadside interfer-
ences. The term coherence is used here in the sense that the received u signal
samples contain a representation of the u source output at one or more com-
mon (previous) time instants. For example, assume that the u source emitted
an easily recognised signal such as a unit sample time duration/unit mag-
nitude step which evolved into a simple wavefront after propagating to the
sensors. Coherence would be present between two sensor/filter trains if both
of the FIR (tapped delay line) filters contained a sample of this wavefront.
If the interference were to possess some internal structure, e.g. if it had a
periodic component, then coherence might exist at other possibly smaller
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relative delays. No such assumptions regarding internal structure of u are
made here so coherence implies duplicated representations of some common
u source event present in multiple FIR filters. In order to fully explore this
and then to factorise G, the ordered relative delays are now considered.
Define a set of N pointers pj each containing one of the integers 1 . . . N
such that
0 = Kp1 ≤ Kp2 ≤ Kp3 ≤ . . . ≤ KpN (2.43)
The delays Kpi are monotonic increasing with respect to i = 1 . . . N and
allow one to consider the magnitude of differences between sorted delays.
If interference signals are plane wave and travel only in constant velocity
media, and if the linear sensor array forms a straight line, then the incident
interference signal (imagine a wavefront) passes over the array from sensor 1
to sensor N i.e. pj = j for j = 1 . . . N in (2.43). This is not necessarily the
case with seismic acoustic signals because of non-uniform velocity profiles and
waveguide effects. Note that signal delays K will generally be referred to with
a single subscript unless some aspect relevant to their ordered magnitudes
requires use of the pointers pj.
Now define the modified relative delays K¯j by
K¯p1 = 0
K¯pj = K¯pj−1 + min (Kpj −Kpj−1 ,M) (2.44)
The delays K¯j are therefore modified from Kj in a way that limits the max-
imum difference between each consecutive (ordered) pair to M . For con-
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venience, denote the maximum modified delay K¯pN as K¯max. A submatrix
notation is now introduced.
For any m× n matrix Q, let
Q(i : j, k : l); 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ m, 1 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ n
denote the submatrix of Q which consists of rows i to j and columns k to l
inclusive.
The NM×NM matrix G in (2.37–2.39) may then be written in the form
G = L′L (2.45)
where the non-zero elements of the (M + K¯max)×NM matrix L are defined
by
L
(
K¯n + 1 : K¯n +M ; (n− 1)M + 1 : nM
)
= αnIM (2.46)
The matrix L possesses a block structure dependent on the modified coherent
interference delays K¯n and the filter order M , with non-zero element values
equal to the signal magnitude ratios αn. Note that the use of modified delays
in the definition24 of L ensures that there are no zero rows which are a possible
cause of rank loss. The rank properties of L will affect the solution of the
optimisation problem which can now be explicitly formulated.
The following quadratic programming (QP) problem solves for an optimal
filter parameter vector f ∗ which minimises the L2 norm of the array filter’s
24An alternative method of obtaining L is to use (2.46) with delays Ki, and then to
delete all-zero rows.
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rejection response in (2.33) subject to (2.30).
J∗(γ) = min
f
‖Lf‖2 ; ‖x‖2 = x′x (2.47)
subject to A′f = γ (2.48)
where A′ = [IMIM . . . IM ] . (2.49)
The constrained problem (2.47–2.48) can be solved by the method of La-
grange multipliers [24, chapter 10] by considering the Lagrangian function
L(f, λ) given by
L(f, λ) = f ′L′Lf − 2λ′(A′f − γ) . (2.50)
For a stationary point, set
∂L
∂f
= 0 ;
∂L
∂λ
= 0 (2.51)
giving [
L′L −A
−A′ 0
] [
f
λ
]
= −
[
0
γ
]
. (2.52)
If the inverse of the Hessian matrix (L′L) exists, the matrix inversion lemma
may be applied to (2.52) and the optimal solutions f(γ)∗, J(γ)∗ found. Oth-
erwise, a generalised elimination method [24, Chapters 10–11] may be applied
to (2.52) to give an unconstrained problem. Define the matrices
V =
[
0
I(N−1)M
]
(2.53)
S =
[
IM
0
]
(2.54)
Z =
[ −IM −IM . . . −IM
I(N−1)M
]
(2.55)
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Matrix Dimension
A NM ×M
V NM × (N − 1)M
S NM ×M
Z NM × (N − 1)M
L
(
M + K¯max
)
×NM
R
(
M + K¯max
)
× (N − 1)M
Table 2.1: Matrix Dimension Summary.
R = LZ (2.56)
where
[
A V
]−1
=
[
S ′
Z ′
]
(2.57)
(2.58)
with dimensions included in Table 2.1.
An initial solution to (2.48) is
fI = Sγ (2.59)
since, from (2.57), S ′A = I and S ′ can be regarded as a left generalised
inverse for A. From Z ′A = 0, the columns of Z act as basis vectors to the
null space of S and a more general (non-unique) solution for the NM filter
coefficients is
f(y) = Sγ + Zy (2.60)
where the selection of the (N − 1)M element vector y to minimise (2.47)
is dependent on the properties of the reduced Hessian matrix Z ′L′LZ. The
rank properties of LZ (= R) determine the properties of the Hessian ma-
trix and the form of the solution to the following equivalent unconstrained
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minimisation problem
J∗(y) = min
y
(y′R′Ry + γ′S ′L′L(Sγ + 2Zy)) (2.61)
where the optimal y∗ satisfies
0 = R′(Ry + LSγ) (2.62)
This QP problem is now solved in 4 cases, 3 results are obtained analytically
and the 4th can be calculated numerically.
Theorem 2.1
If L defined in (2.46) has full column rank NM , the unique minimising
solution f(γ)∗ is given by
f(γ)∗ = T1γ (2.63)
where
T1 = G
−1A
(
A′G−1A
)−1
; G = L′L (2.64)
The minimum cost J(γ)∗ is given by
J(γ)∗ = γ′
(
A′G−1A
)−1
γ (2.65)
and the Lagrangian vector λ = (A′G−1A)−1γ.
Proof
Under the assumption that L has full column rank NM , G−1 exists. Since
A has full column rank M , (A′G−1A)−1 must also exist. Using a well known
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matrix inversion lemma [45], it can be shown that[
G −A
−A′ 0
]−1
=[
[G−1 −G−1A(A′G−1A)−1A′G−1] − [G−1A(A′G−1A)−1]
− [G−1A(A′G−1A)−1]′ −(A′G−1A)−1
] (2.66)
and results for f(γ)∗, λ and J(γ)∗ = ‖LT1γ‖2 follow immediately.
• • •
Remark
The full column rank NM assumption for matrix L may be related to the
interference signal delays where, for simplicity, the example of a plane wave
interference is considered. If the interference is arriving from a sufficiently
endfire angle, then the definition of the modified delays in (2.44) will use
as the minimum difference M because the differences between interference
arrival times is large at such source angles, i.e. K¯max = (N − 1)M . For the
special example of a plane wave, pj = j, j = 1 . . . N and L is a NM × NM
diagonal matrix25 possessing full rank NM . This may be interpreted in the
following way.
At some time instant, the interference source emits signals which become
the interference wavefront that passes over the array sensors. A sample from
this wavefront enters and exits each FIR filter in turn and there is no possi-
bility for this array processing structure to take advantage of the interference
25For the more usual seismic cases where propagation effects cause less ordered arrival
times, a permutation (or renaming) of the sensors allows one to again obtain a diagonal
matrix L.
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signal coherence between the adjacent sensor/filter sections. Thus, complete
nulling (i.e. J(γ)∗ = 0) is not possible, as shown in (2.65) where the cost is
an L2 norm of the look-direction time-series response vector weighted by a
positive definite matrix.
222
The results (2.63–2.65) can be related to the common stacking or delay-
and-sum method for the special case where
pj = j ; j = 1 . . . N (2.67)
γ = e(p) ; p = 0 . . .M − 1 (2.68)
and e(p) represents a unit vector with the pth element unity. Equation (2.67)
describes the arrival time order present when both x and u can be considered
to be wavefronts sweeping across the sensors in monotonic order 1 . . . N , and
equation (2.68) corresponds to applying an all-pass constraint in the look-
direction with pass delay p. Evaluation of (2.65) now gives
J∗(p) = e(p)′Λ−1e(p) ; Λ = A′G−1A (2.69)
and the FIR filters are
f = G−1AΛ−1e(p) (2.70)
When all αi = α, the cost (2.69) is independent of the all-pass delay p
because Λ reduces to Nα−2I and the NM × 1 filter parameter vector f ′ =
[e(p)′e(p)′ . . . e(p)′]′N−1. This structure is the simple array summer found in
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stacking. As discussed earlier, the coherent nature of the interference has
not been captured by the array filter because its order M is too small thus
no filter (i.e. a summer) performs just as well.
Of more interest here is the possibility of nulling the interference and so
the case where at least 1 pair of sensor/filters contain a coherent sampling of
the interference is now considered. Two filters are able to process coherent
interference samples if the filter order M is greater than the relative difference
between the x and u signals between a sensor pair, i.e. for at least one
˜, 1 < ˜ ≤ N in (2.44), then
K¯p˜ = K¯p˜−1 + (Kp˜ −Kp˜−1) (2.71)
Matrix L defined in (2.46) no longer has full column rank NM and the
quadratic problem (2.47–2.57) must be reconsidered. As mentioned earlier,
this minimisation depends on the reduced Hessian matrix R′R where R has
dimension (M + K¯max) × (N − 1)M . If R defined by (2.56) has full rank
given by
rank (R) = min ((M + K¯max), (N − 1)M) (2.72)
then an unconstrained minimisation problem may be solved analytically, oth-
erwise a numerical approach from [24] may be used. When the rectangular
matrix R has full rank, its minimum dimension may be determined by con-
sidering the differences between the relative delays Kpj as summarised in the
following lemma. Note this is not excluding the possibility that some esoteric
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conditions with respect to the αi which are used to form L (and therefore R)
may cause row or column interdependence and hence rank reduction26.
Lemma 2.1
Introduce the difference between relative delays
∆Kpj
4
= Kpj+1 −Kpj ; j = 1 . . . N − 1 (2.73)
(a)
K¯max
(N − 1) = M (2.74)
if and only if:
M = ∆Kpj ; for all j, j = 1 . . . N − 1 (2.75)
(b)
K¯max
(N − 2) ≤M (2.76)
if and only if: for some C ≥ 2
C∑
j=1
∆Kpj ≤ (C − 1)M (2.77)
where ∆Kpj > 0 for all pointers pj.
(c)
K¯max
(N − 2) > M >
K¯max
(N − 1) (2.78)
26Esoteric signal conditions which can lead to rank loss for R are covered separately
later.
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Proof
(a) follows directly from (2.44). Since, for all ∆Kpj = M , Kmax = (N−1)M
and so this case describes matrix L with full rank.
(b) To prove sufficiency, observe that (2.74,2.75) implies
∆Km < M for at least 2 values of m (2.79)
That is, (2.75) is satisfied for C = 2. To prove necessity, observe that
for 1 < n < m < M
K¯max ≤ K¯pm + (N − pm)M
= K¯pm−1 + min (∆Kpm ,M) + (N − pm)M
≤ K¯pn + min (∆Kpm ,M) + (N − 1− pn)M
= K¯pn−1 + min (∆Kpn ,M)
+ min (∆Kpm ,M) + (N − 1− pn)M
≤ (N − 3)M + min (∆Kpn ,M) + min (∆Kpm ,M)
More generally
K¯max ≤ (N − 1− C)M +
C∑
j=1
min (∆Kpj ,M) (2.80)
Hence
C∑
j=1
min (∆Kpj ,M) < (C − 1)M (2.81)
implies (2.76). Now, it may be stated that in (2.81), for all j
min (∆Kpj ,M) = ∆Kpj (2.82)
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Otherwise, if for example (2.82) is not satisfied for j = C, then (2.81)
is satisfied with C replaced by C − 1. Hence, (2.81) being satisfied
for some C is equivalent to (2.77) being satisfied for some C thereby
establishing necessity.
(c) Part (c) is a statement of the range of M not included by either parts
(a) or (b).
◦ ◦ ◦
Remarks
(1) From (2.76), M + K¯max ≤ (N −1)M so therefore from (2.72) rank(R) =
M + K¯max. Note that (2.77) with C = 2 implies that two sensor/filter
pairs (which can be provided by a minimum of 3 sensor/filters with
contiguous ordered relative delays Ki) are sharing duplicated represen-
tations of a common u source waveform because ∆Ki < M for two
sensor/filter pairs, i.e. two sensor/filter pairs possess coherence.
(2) From (2.78) in part (c), M + K¯max > (N − 1)M so therefore rank (R) =
(N − 1)M . In this case, ∆Ki < M for one sensor/filter pair and there
exists only one sensor/filter pair that shares duplicated representations
of a common u source waveform i.e. one sensor/filter pair possesses
coherence.
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(3) Part (a) of Lemma 2.1 describes the case where no sensor/filter pairs
share samples of common interference (this problem was solved in The-
orem 2.1). There is no coherence present between any sensor/filter pairs
which will allow cost function minimisation.
222
Lemma 2.1 (b,c) has determined full rank conditions for the rectangular
matrix R in terms of the signal delay characteristics. The corresponding
optimal filter designs are now analytically solved in the following two Theo-
rems.
Theorem 2.2
If R in (2.56) has full rank M + K¯max, one minimising solution f
∗(γ) is given
by
f ∗(γ) = T2γ (2.83)
where
T2 =
(
I − ZR′(RR′)−1L
)
S (2.84)
The minimum cost is
J∗(γ) = 0 (2.85)
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Proof
Because rank (R) is equal to the row dimension, the columns of R′ are inde-
pendent and so (2.62) can only be satisfied if
Ry∗ + LSγ = 0 . (2.86)
The product RR′ is invertible so form the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse for
R denoted as R# i.e.
R# = R′(RR′)−1
and solving (2.86) gives
y∗I = −R′(RR′)−1LSγ . (2.87)
Observe however that any perturbation of y∗I in the right hand null space of
R will not affect the Ry∗ term in (2.86), i.e. a generalised solution for y∗ is
y∗ = y∗I + u where Ru = 0 . (2.88)
For the special (minimum norm) case where u = 0, the optimal filter coeffi-
cient parameter vector is
f ∗(γ) = Sγ − ZR′(RR′)−1LSγ
= (INM − ZR′(RR′)−1L)Sγ (2.89)
and the cost function is
J∗(γ) = ‖Lf ∗(γ)‖2 = ‖
(
L−RR′(RR′)−1L
)
Sγ‖2 4= 0 . (2.90)
• • •
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Remarks
(1) Equation (2.89) has the same form as the weighting vector given by (2.9)
where, for a monochromatic interference source, a projection matrix
is applied to the initial processor weights in order to null the array
processor response to the interference. Here, the use27 of an M th order
FIR filter in place of the beamformer’s multiplier has allowed the nulling
to be extended to the wideband case.
(2) It is instructive to consider the degrees of freedom available in the various
design stages leading to the results of Theorem 2.2. In (2.59), the Sγ
term provides M constraints in γ when initially determining the NM
coefficients in the initial filter parameter vector fI . As noted in (2.60),
the remaining (N−1)M degrees of freedom are accessible through y. In
(2.31), the optimisation cost is obtained by integrating the L2 norm of
the rejection response R(ejω) weighted uniformly over all frequencies.
Referring to (2.27), this may be reinterpreted as the special case where
inputs X(z) = 0 and U(z) = 1, i.e. J(γ) in (2.31) is the L2 norm of
the array unit wavefront coherent interference response. When a unit
wavefront interference is received by the array (in the absence of other
inputs), it can be demonstrated that the array response is given by
Su(k) = e
′(k) (Lf ∗(γ)) ; k = 1 . . .M + K¯max (2.91)
27Subject to signal properties.
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The transformation T2 modifies fI so that it is in the right hand null
space of L thus maintaining Su(k) = 0 for M + K¯max time samples
and further in effect reducing the available degrees of freedom available
through y by M + K¯max.
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Theorem 2.3
If R in (2.56) has full rank (N − 1)M , the unique minimising solution f ∗(γ)
is given by
f ∗(γ) = T3γ (2.92)
where
T3 =
(
I − Z(R′R)−1R′L
)
S . (2.93)
The minimum cost is
J∗(γ) =
∥∥∥(IM+K¯max −R(R′R)−1R′)LSγ∥∥∥2 . (2.94)
Proof
Equation (2.62) may be written
R′Ry∗ +R′LSγ = 0 (2.95)
The product R′R is invertible so solving (2.95) gives the unique y∗ as
y∗ = −(R′R)−1R′LSγ (2.96)
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and (2.92–2.94) follow.
• • •
This work is primarily concerned with filter structures that can null the
interference and for which there exist design methods that, while possibly
implemented via ‘numerical’ techniques, nevertheless have analytical solu-
tions. The case when R does not have full rank is therefore included here for
completeness only.
Theorem 2.4
If R in (2.56) does not have full rank, a minimising solution is given by
f ∗(γ) = Sγ + Z(y∗1(γ) + z
∗(γ)) (2.97)
where y∗1(γ) and z
∗(γ) are the respective solutions of the two linear program-
ming problems P1, P2 where
Problem P1:
min
y∗1(γ)
(θ(γ)′y∗1(γ)) ; θ(γ)
′ = R′LSγ (2.98)
subject to
R′Ry∗1(γ) +R
′LSγ = 0 (2.99)
Problem P2:
min
z(γ)
(θ(γ)′z(γ)) (2.100)
subject to
R′Rz(γ) = 0 (2.101)
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The minimum cost J∗(γ) is given by
J∗(γ) = θ(γ)′y∗1(γ) + 2θ(γ)
′z∗(γ) + γ′(LS)′(LS)γ (2.102)
Proof
For a proof, see [24]. Observe that the constrained minimisation problem
(2.47) may be expressed as a function of y by substituting for f from (2.60).
Then problem P1 is minimising the cross terms between Sγ and Zy subject
to ∇yJ(γ, y, λ) = 0. By maintaining z in the right null space of R′R, problem
P2 is exploiting flexibility in z to also minimise the cost.
• • •
It can be seen that the rank of R determines the type of optimal filtering
possible, and whether complete nulling may be achieved.
2.6 ‘Rank’ considerations for optimal filtering
A number of checks of signal parameter conditions are available in order to
determine if complete nulling is possible.
(1) The constraint ∆Kpj > 0 for all pj applied to (2.77) prevents any 2
M-wide block columns of L being interdependent and therefore reduc-
ing the rank of R. In terms of signal source directions, any ∆Ki = 0
corresponds to 2 sensors detecting the desired signal x and the coher-
ent interference signal u originating from the same direction. Because
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of velocity variations and non-linear propagation paths, this is indeed
possible in seismic applications. One solution28 is to simply ignore one
of the sensors. In practical terms, the construction of matrix L can use
unmodified delays Ki provided that any all-zero rows are later deleted
to prevent rank loss — it is a simple matter then to also check that
each αiIM block in L has a unique offset from row 1 thereby detecting
any sensors that receive x and u from the same apparent direction. It
is of course assumed that no αi are zero.
(2) From (2.56,2.46,2.53), R can be viewed as the result of summing M-
wide columns of L. For simplicity, assume that the pointers pj are
monotonic, i.e. the interference wavefront sweeps across the sensors in
one direction only. Then, the jth M-wide block column of R may be
written
R(1 : K¯max; (j − 1)M + 1 : jM) = −L(1 : M + K¯max; 1 : M)
+L(1 : M + K¯max; jM + 1 : (j + 1)M)
j = 1 . . . N − 1
(2.103)
Analysis of (2.103) provides the following two ways that 3 columns of
R may be interdependent.
28Another solution is to merge the two sensor signals, i.e. add them. However, this may
prevent further interference source nulling described in Chapter 3.
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(a) For N ≥ j > i > 1, 3 columns in 2 M-wide blocks of R in (2.103)
are interdependent if
α1
αi
=
αi
αj
; K¯i ≤M ; K¯i +M ≥ K¯j (2.104)
(b) For N ≥ k > j > i > 1, 3 columns in 3 M-wide blocks of R in
(2.103) are interdependent if
α1
αi
=
αj
αk
; K¯i ≤M ; K¯j +M ≥ K¯j (2.105)
As an example of rank reduction according to (2.104), consider the case
{N = 3,M = 6 with K2 = 4, K3 = 8}. By (2.44), K¯2 = K2, K¯3 = K3 and
the matrix R in (2.56) is 14× 12. Then, for α22 = α1α3, R has rank 10 since
c7 = c1 +
(
α2
α1
)
c5 ; c8 = c2 +
(
α2
α1
)
c6
where ck are columns of R. When it is not assumed that the pj are monotonic,
then (2.104,2.105) have αi replaced by αm where m is given by
1 = argm(pm)
and similar constraints on the delays must be satisfied for column interde-
pendence.
The case where 3 or more αi are equal satisfies (2.104,2.105) and can
be interpreted, in the absense of esoteric propagation paths, as an indication
that the spatial sampling interval is too small. While the idea that coherence
is present is based on propagation paths being assumed sufficiently close and
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therefore that the signals have sampled similar regions, protection of this
assumption must be balanced by the need to keep sensors spread out in
order to achieve diversity in their received signals. Spatial oversampling (i.e.
sensors too close together) will result in relative signal magnitudes being too
close, with rank loss in R as described in case (2) above. Fortunately, (2.77)
with C ≥ 2 indicates that, for nulling a single coherent source, a minimum
of 3 sensors is sufficient.
Observe that (2.104,2.105) are satisfied when all signal magnitude ratios
αi are equal, as was assumed in order to evaluate the AOAF filter response
(2.21) to plane waves. The optimal array filters of Theorem 2.2 require that
the sensors detect signals with a diversity in αi otherwise it may be possible
for (2.104,2.105) to apply, especially if αi are equal. While this may be a
problem for nulling interference in media with no property variations, it is
not believed to constitute a significant problem in the seismic analysis field
because it is the subsurface variations that: (a) assure against rank loss in
R; and (b) are the feature being searched for. It is also worth noting that
the elimination of significant interference signals in the macro stage of data
processing is a prerequisite for the micro level processing of actual inversion
aimed at recovering the fine details describing small media variations. Of
course, given rank loss of R, the optimal array filters of either Theorem 2.3
or 2.4 would still be applicable.
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Since the task of seismic data acquisition is still somewhat separate to the
actual data processing, the only design parameter which is certainly available
is the filter order M . Other factors such as sensor positioning are already
fixed. However, current hydrocarbon search industry trends are to reduce
this separation of acquisition and processing. From (2.72) and (2.44), it is
clear that sufficient increase in the filter order M must always give rank (R) =
(M + K¯max) assuming R has full rank. Further, a number of possibly large
but sparse matrices must be inverted, e.g. (RR′)−1, and numerical methods
usually check the matrix for ill-conditioning — such detection of possible rank
loss can activate appropriate measures to remove degenerate sensors etc. as
described previously. Note that the evaluation of matrix products such as
RR′ may require the use of sparse matrix storage and inversion techniques
since matrix dimensions may be related to {Kmax,M,N} (see Table 2.1).
Some optimal array processing examples are now presented.
2.7 Optimal Filtering Examples
Synthetic seismic data is used to illustrate the operation of the array filters
with selected relative signal magnitudes and delays. Three filters are demon-
strated, designed according to Theorems 2.1–2.3, to give example 2.1(a,b,c).
To demonstrate complete nulling with C = 2 in (2.77), example 2.1 uses
a 3 trace test data set formed by adding scaled and delayed components of
the desired signal x(k) and the coherent interference signal u(k). The sample
variance is used as an estimate of the signal energy. Figure 2.4 shows the
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Figure 2.4: Wavelet x.
wavelet shape of x(k) and Figure 2.5 shows the wavelet shape of u(k), both
normalised to a variance of 1. The test data set is shown in Figure 2.6, with
signal parameters in Table 2.2. Note that the maximum relative delay is
Kmax = 15.
The response to the desired signal is chosen as an all-pass delay. The three
filters tested are: case (a) which is a simple ‘delay-and-sum’ with M = 1; case
Trace n: 1 2 3
Kn 0 8 15
an 1.00 0.8949 0.7079
bn 1.00 2.8184 7.9433
αn 1.00 3.1496 11.2202
X/UdB 0.00 -9.96 -21.00
Table 2.2: Synthetic data set for example 2.1.
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Figure 2.5: Wavelet u.
Figure 2.6: Test data for example 2.1.
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Figure 2.7: Output (‘delay-and-sum’) for example 2.1(a).
(b) which is an optimal filter based on Theorem 2.2 with M = Kmax; and case
(c) which is a suboptimal filter based on Theorem 2.2 with M = 14 (< Kmax).
Filter coefficients are shown in Table 2.3 and filter output traces are shown
in Figures 2.7–2.9.
In accordance with (2.85), the optimal filter of case (b) completely removes
the coherent interference signal. The SNR ratios for cases (a) and (c) are
computed as 0.48dB and 24.0dB respectively. The absolute attenuation of
the coherent noise signal by the optimal array filter is limited in synthetic
example 2.1(b) by arithmetic precision.
Besides being suboptimal, array filter (c) possesses a high variation in the
magnitude of its filter coefficients so high precision arithmetic is required for
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(a) M=1 F1(m) F2(m) F3(m)
m= 0 0.9019 0.0909 0.0072
(b) M=15 F1(m) F2(m) F3(m)
0 0.0000 1.1344 -0.1344
1 0.0000 1.0029 -1.0029
2 0.0000 0.8867 -0.8867
3 0.0000 0.7839 -0.7839
4 0.0000 0.6931 -0.6931
5 0.0000 0.6127 -0.6127
6 0.0000 0.5417 -0.5417
m= 7 0.0000 0.4789 -0.4789
8 -3.5730 3.5730 0.0000
9 -3.1588 3.1588 0.0000
10 -2.7927 2.7927 0.0000
11 -2.4690 2.4690 0.0000
12 -2.1828 2.1828 0.0000
13 -1.9298 1.9298 0.0000
14 -1.7062 1.7062 0.0000
(c) M=14 F1(m) F2(m) F3(m)
0 0.0544 0.9409 0.0048
1 0.0615 0.7649 -0.8264
2 0.0696 0.6006 -0.6702
3 0.0787 0.4454 -0.5241
4 0.0890 0.2970 -0.3860
5 0.1007 0.1531 -0.2538
m= 6 0.1139 0.0115 -0.1254
7 0.0153 -0.0154 0.0001
8 -2.9460 2.9459 0.0001
9 -2.3896 2.3895 0.0002
10 -1.8695 1.8694 0.0002
11 -1.3778 1.3776 0.0002
12 -0.9071 0.9069 0.0002
13 -0.4501 0.4499 0.0003
Ja = 0.9019000
Jb = 0.4935700E-14
Jc = 0.5440000E-01
Table 2.3: Filter coefficients and costs for example 2.1(a,b,c).
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Figure 2.8: Output (optimal) for example 2.1(b).
Figure 2.9: Output (suboptimal) for example 2.1(c).
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implementation. For example, using 4 or less significant decimal digits to
represent the actual coefficients of filters (a–c) would result in the effective
halving of the order of filter (c). In a similar manner, product terms summed
to provide the FIR output for filter (c) would require higher precision or
the contribution of only the first 7 taps would be significant. The filter
coefficients of optimal filter (b) possess a smaller variation in magnitude and
therefore require a lower precision arithmetic for all taps (and product terms)
to contribute significantly.
Observe that, when N = 3 and M sufficiently large for equality in (2.77),
M filter coefficients in the array filter of case (b) are zero and only 2M
multiplications are required. An idea of how the array filter cancels a unit
wavefront can also be figured out by consulting Table 2.3. Before steering
and magnitude normalisation, the x and u signals are received by the sensors
in the proportions a1 : a2 : a3 and b1 : b2 : b3 respectively. After magnitude
normalisation (with respect to each sensors x signal), each FIR filter is fed
an equal proportion of x. Signal u enters each filter in the ratios α1 : α2 : α3
for filters Fi, i = 1 . . . 3 respectively. For the discrete time instants k =
1 . . . K2 − K1 where K2 − K1 = 8, the wavefront has only entered sensor 1
and the output is zero because the only filters coefficients to be operating on
the wavefront F1(m),m = 0 . . . K2−1 are 0. At time instant K2−K1 +1 = 9,
samples of the wavefront interference are now present in both filters 1 and 2.
Observe now that, for time k = K2 −K1 + 1 . . .M , the array filter output is
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still 0 since α1F1(k − 1) + α2F2(k − (K2 −K1)− 1) = 0 given full precision.
A similar result applies for time k = M + 1 . . . 2M − (K3 − K2) where the
weighting factors that demonstrate u cancellation between filter 2 and 3 are
α2 and α3 respectively. For times 2M − (K3 −K2) + 1 . . . 2M , the fact that
the last values of F3(m),m = M − (K3 −K2) . . .M − 1 are 0 again assures
nulling. The response of the array filter to the desired signal x can be seen
by noting that the sum F1(m) + F2(m) + F3(m) = 0 for all m except m = 0
where it is 1 i.e. the all-pass response with delay 0.
The introductory section on monochromatic coherent source nulling de-
scribed an array processor with two components: one steered towards the
desired signal and another steered towards and subtracting off the interfer-
ence. As the discussion above illustrates, the specially formulated example
2.1 features filters F1 and F3 essentially cancelling the response of F2 to the
interference. For the response of the array processor to the desired signal,
one row of coefficients (in this case, m = 0) has a non-zero sum, i.e. all-pass.
Example 2.2 is processing 10 traces taken from the seismic data set shown
in Figure 2.10. The filter input traces are shown in Figure 2.11, and the
output obtained from an optimal filter is shown in Figure 2.12. Signal picking
uses simple trace magnitudes without wavelet processing, and the resulting
filter design input data is shown in Table 2.4. The filter coefficients are shown
in Table 2.5.
Note that in example 2.2, the relative signal delays are in decreasing or-
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Trace n: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Kn 13 10 7 4 2 0
an 743. 748. 672. 690. 740. 755.
bn 1368. 1498. 1376. 1515. 1469. 928.
αn 1.8412 2.0027 2.0476 2.1957 1.9851 1.2291
Table 2.4: Measured signal parameters for example 2.2.
der i.e. filter design matrices such as L and R have been formed without
specifically ordering the delays. The output shows the first break signal sig-
nificantly enhanced with respect to the coherent interference marked. As the
x and u wavelets were not estimated, no SNR calculations were performed.
2.8 Conclusion
The main points of this chapter are now listed.
(1) Equation (2.77) shows that a minimum of 3 sensors are required to null
completely a coherent interference given that esoteric signal conditions
outlined in the previous section do not occur. This is an important re-
sult as it indicates how to minimise the possibility that the assumption
of signal coherence between sensors might fail.
(2) The filter parameter vector f contains NM coefficients. When design-
ing an optimal filter according to Theorem 2.2, equation (2.59) uses M
degrees of freedom. The transformation of the filter parameter vector f
by T2 in (2.84) nulls the response of the array filter to the coherent inter-
ference as shown in (2.91). Requiring complete nulling, i.e. Su(k) = 0
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Figure 2.10: Seismic data set for example 2.2.
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Figure 2.11: Windowed input data traces for example 2.2.
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Figure 2.12: Output from optimal filter of example 2.2.
M=15 F1(m) F2(m) F3(m) F4(m) F5(m) F6(m)
0 0.8305 0.0984 0.0839 0.0181 -0.0309 0.0000
1 0.1797 -0.0098 -0.0194 -0.0679 -0.0825 0.0000
2 0.1651 -0.0179 -0.0317 -0.0774 -0.0879 0.0498
3 0.2013 -0.1881 -0.0478 -0.0887 -0.0100 0.1332
4 0.1188 -0.0674 -0.0470 -0.0811 -0.0329 0.1096
5 0.0939 -0.0478 -0.0371 -0.0750 -0.0714 0.1374
6 0.0922 -0.0305 -0.1919 -0.0744 0.0131 0.1914
m= 7 0.0527 -0.0297 -0.0699 -0.0733 -0.0138 0.1341
8 0.0364 -0.0272 -0.0476 -0.0603 -0.0573 0.1560
9 0.0580 -0.0310 -0.0305 -0.2293 0.0236 0.2092
10 0.0176 -0.0305 -0.0316 -0.0986 -0.0017 0.1448
11 0.0536 -0.0074 -0.0060 -0.0516 -0.1759 0.1872
12 0.0000 -0.0533 -0.0526 -0.0784 -0.0170 0.2014
13 0.0000 -0.0162 -0.0176 -0.0431 0.0013 0.0756
14 0.0000 -0.0493 -0.0255 -0.0483 -0.0378 0.1609
J = 5.3613D-17
Table 2.5: Filter coefficients and cost for example 2.2.
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for k = 1 . . .M + K¯max, applies another M + K¯max constraints to the
solution. Since there remain NM−M−(M+K¯max) degrees of freedom,
it is possible to enforce additional design aims during solution.
(3) It is important to note that the design of these optimal array filters
does not depend on the duration times of the x and u wavelets, only
their relative delays K¯i and relative magnitudes αi. If the rejection
response had some particular weighting other than unity applied to
form the L2 norm cost function (2.31), then the frequency response of
u (or, equivalently, its time domain wavelet shape) would have led to
a design where the structure of u might have influenced the optimal
array filter design. In this work, no internal structure for u has been
assumed.
It is not possible to record field measurements without random sensor
noise being present. The existence of further degrees of freedom when select-
ing filter coefficients suggests that attenuation of random noise is a necessary
feature for a practical filter. Coherent interference can also occur from mul-
tiple sources, so nulling of multiple interferences in the presence of random
sensor noise is analysed in the next chapter.
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3 Optimal Array Filtering
The basic optimal array filter has been developed in Chapter 2 but flexibility
remains available in the design. This Chapter explores ways of using the
remaining degrees of freedom in the design to achieve other goals.
One obvious problem associated with real-world data acquisition is the
need to minimise sensor noise. In the area of geophysical applications, this
noise can be inherent to the actual sensors used. It is usually modelled as
random noise, i.e. assumed to be zero mean and white, although such a noise
signal can also be used as a model encompassing all other unmodelled noise.
As noted in [17], a random noise component might also be caused by seismic
micro-cracking. The first part of this Chapter uses design flexibility to derive
the optimal array filter with which to null completely a coherent interference
while simultaneously minimising the array processor output due to random
input noise.
In some applications, there might exist multiple coherent sources incident
on the sensor array. For example, acoustic energy may be reflected from a
number of subsurface interfaces and on arrival at the water filled borehole
containing the sensors, wave mode conversion may occur producing a num-
ber of vertically travelling ‘tube’ waves which traverse the sensors generating
coherent interference. The multiple coherent interference problem is formu-
lated and the optimal filter is solved. The proof builds on the results of
Chapter 2. An important issue answered here is how to relate the character-
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istics of the coherent sources processed to the (finite number of) NM array
filter coefficients. It will be shown when to increase the order of the array
filter in order possibly to satisfy these extra signal filtering goals.
After multiple coherent sources are detected, filter design and implemen-
tation constraints may suggest that only some (perhaps dominant) coherent
interferences should be completely nulled. When processing coherent inter-
ference signals at a mix of incident angles, the design of the optimal filter
is shown to use a combination of Theorem 2.2, Theorem 2.3, and the major
Theorem stated for the case of random sensor noise.
Connected to the issue of implementation is the existence of a minimum
complexity optimal array filter. The minimum complexity array processor
which attains complete nulling of a single coherent interference is described.
An important feature is that its design requires the solution of 2M simultane-
ous linear equations instead of a number of matrix products and a 2M ×2M
matrix inversion.
Besides choosing the processor complexity, optimal array filters which
have been formulated in discrete time allow discretion to be applied regarding
the use of particular sensors especially since a known minimum sensor/filter
limit has been derived for complete interference nulling. This can be vital to
array filter operation where a two-dimensional sensor array provides signals
with diversity in an extra dimension but which also possess a higher possibil-
ity of rank loss in matrix R. The choice of which sensor signals to process is
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considered when avoiding signal conditions which prevent complete nulling
(matrix R rank loss) or when attempting to achieve additional aims such as
fine angular resolution between the ‘look’ direction and a null direction.
3.1 Attenuation of random sensor noise
The optimal processing of interference of a random nature will not provide
complete nulling (as obtained in Theorem 2.2) because no coherence across
separate data traces will be present. However, the flexibility provided by
using more than the minimum number of sensors required to null a single
coherent interference is expected to allow more weighting to be placed on
those sensors with higher signal-to-random-noise ratio. Of course, as pointed
out in Chapter 2, using extra sensors must be balanced against the increased
possibility that the x and u signals no longer possess coherence across sensors
– a prerequisite for proper operation of optimal array filtering.
3.1.1 Signal Model
The model of the received signal at a sensor is now extended to include ran-
dom sensor noise. While the noise inherent to a sensor may not be random,
the idea is to model this signal as an unstructured component with known
intensity. As pointed out earlier, this term might include acoustical energy
from micro-seismic cracking in the vicinity of the receiver sensors.
Three component signals are now considered: the desired component x;
one coherent interference u; and the random sensor noise w. For an array
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sensor n = 1 . . . N , the received signal will be written
yn(t) = anx(t− ξn) + bnu(t− ρn) + wn(t) (3.1)
The random sensor noise components {wn(t)} are assumed zero mean and
uncorrelated. As introduced in Chapter 2, signal conditioning comprising
magnitude normalisation, time shifting (steering) and sampling gives the
sensor signals to be processed as
sn(k) = x(k) + αnu(k −Kn) + vn(k) (3.2)
where αn = bn/an, vn(t) = wn(t+ξn)/an, time kT is written k, and discretised
ρn− ξn is KnT . The signal flow in the array filter processing the N signals is
shown in Figure 2.3. The zero mean uncorrelated noise {vn(k)} is assumed
to have a known variance σ2n.
3.1.2 Derivation of Objective Function
The random interference vi(k) is assumed to be generated by a stationary
random process, and because it theoretically possesses infinite energy given
infinite duration, Z transforms are not immediately taken. Instead, the au-
tocorrelation function of the filter output is derived and when Z transforms
of this quantity are taken, a weaker assumption is resorted to. Each sensor
signal si(k) is processed by a linear FIR filter fi(k) and summed to give
s(k) =
[
N∑
i=1
fi(k)
]
?x(k) +
N∑
i=1
fi(k)?αiu(k −Ki) +
N∑
i=1
fi(k)?vi(k) (3.3)
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where ? denotes convolution. The first summation term in (3.3) is simply
the desired response γ(k) which operates on the x(k). Since the filtering of
the random noise components is being performed as a secondary optimisation
after completely nulling the coherent interference, the term in (3.3) involving
u(k) may be (temporarily) assumed to be zero, giving
s(k) = γ?x(k) +
N∑
i=1
fi(k)?vi(k)
= d(k) + r(k) (3.4)
Assuming that the mean v¯i(k) = 0 and that vi are stationary, the autocorre-
lation of s is
φss(m) = φdd(m) + φdr(m) + φrd(m) + φrr(m) (3.5)
If all random interferences vi are independent of the desired signal x, then
cross correlation terms are zero.
The earlier temporary assumption setting the output component due to
coherent interference to zero can also be removed here. If the output com-
ponent due to u is also independent of vi, then its cross terms can also be
ignored in (3.5) (recall that, in a ‘worst’ case scenario, u can actually be a
copy of x). Cross terms between x and u are still nulled by the primary
optimisation. The autocorrelation for s(k) is
φss(m) = φdd(m) + φrr(m) (3.6)
To avoid difficulties with the convergence of the Z transform of an infinite
energy (but finite power) random noise signal, it is now assumed that the
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autocorrelation of v tends to 0 in the wide sense i.e.
φrr(m)→0 as m→∞
Taking Z transforms
Φss(z) = Φdd(z) + Φrr(z)
= Φdd(z) +
N∑
i=1
Fi(z)F
∗
i (z
−1)Φvv(z) (3.7)
The total average output power due to the random noise is therefore
Pv = Φrr(0)
=
1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
Pr(ω) dω (3.8)
=
1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
N∑
i=1
Fi(e
jω)F ∗i (e
−jω)Φvv(ejω) dω
If the random noise v is white with variance σi, then
Pv =
N∑
i=1
σ2i
M−1∑
k=0
fi(k)
2 (3.9)
which may be written as
Pv = f
′Σ2f (3.10)
where
Σ =

σ1IM
σ2IM
©
©
. . .
σNIM
 (3.11)
This result is not unexpected since it is simply the total energy present in each
state element of the FIR array filter suitably weighted by the filter coefficient.
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The secondary optimisation problem may now be precisely stated.
min
u
Jv = f(u)
′Σ2f(u) (3.12)
where Σ is defined in (3.11) and, from (2.60,2.88), f(u) is given by
f(u) = Fˆ γ + Zu (3.13)
where
Fˆ =
(
INM − ZR′(RR′)−1L
)
S (3.14)
Ru = 0 (3.15)
From (3.13,3.15), it is clear that the non-uniqueness of the solution of Theo-
rem 2.2 is to be exploited so as to minimise the random noise output power.
The optimal filter design is expressed in the following Theorem.
3.1.3 Optimal Filtering in the presence of random sensor noise
Theorem 3.1
Suppose the (M + K¯max) × (N − 1)M matrix R defined by (2.56) has full
rank, and the filter order M satisfies the inequality condition in (2.77) for
some C ≥ 2. Then the unique optimal filter parameter vector f˜(γ) which
completely nulls the coherent interference u(k) while minimising the output
signal component due to uncorrelated zero mean sensor noise having covari-
ance matrix Σ defined in (3.11) is defined by
f˜(γ) = T4T2γ (3.16)
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where T2 is defined in (2.84) as
T2 =
(
I − ZR′(RR′)−1L
)
S
and
T4 =
(
INM − ZΓ−1
(
I(N−1)M −R′
(
RΓ−1R′
)−1
RΓ−1
)
Z ′Σ2
)
(3.17)
Γ = Z ′Σ2Z (3.18)
Proof
Construct the Lagrangian function ψ
ψ(u, λ) = f(u)′Σ2f(u) + 2λ′(Ru) (3.19)
Setting ∇uψ = 0 gives
u = −Γ−1
(
Z ′Σ2Fˆ γ +R′λ
)
(3.20)
From (2.55), it can be seen that the NM × (N − 1)M matrix Z has full
rank (N−1)M so (Z ′Z)−1 exists and, because Σ2 provides a positive definite
weighting, the term Γ−1 in (3.20) exists. Setting ∇λψ = 0 enforces constraint
(3.15) and, using (3.20), gives
λ = −
(
RΓ−1R′
)−1
RΓ−1Z ′Σ2Fˆ γ (3.21)
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Substituting for λ in (3.20) gives u and the result follows. Note that the (M+
K¯max)×(N−1)M matrix R has full rank (M+K¯max) so that (RR′)−1 exists.
Because the full rank Γ−1 term weights RR′ in (3.21), then (RΓ−1R′)−1 exists.
A direct expression for Γ−1 is given in Appendix 3.1.
• • •
Remarks
(1) Note that the inequality condition in (2.77) and not the equality must
be satisfied for some C ≥ 2. This ensures extra degrees of freedom are
available for the optimisation with respect to output due to random
sensor noise.
(2) Observe that the dimension(u) = (N − 1)M so that this minimisation,
when applied last to a nonunique solution, will use all remaining degrees
of freedom.
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3.1.4 Synthetic Example
A synthetic data set is used to illustrate operation of optimal array pro-
cessing designed according to Theorem 2.2 (example 3.1(a), no secondary
optimisation performed) and Theorem 3.1 (example 3.1(b), filter optimised
to minimise output due to random sensor noise). The 8 input traces are
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Figure 3.1: Test data set using u and w.
shown in Figure 3.1 and the outputs from filters (a,b) are shown in Figures
(3.2,3.3) respectively. The test data traces were created by adding scaled and
delayed copies of the unit variance signature waveforms for x and u given in
Chapter 2, and a unit variance random signal w. Signal design parameters
that are listed in Table 3.1 are magnitudes {ai, bi, wi} and delays Ki for each
trace. Note that the ratios X/U,X/W are calculated as the ratio of each
signal component’s variance (i.e. energy) for the complete trace. Table 3.2
shows the 2 sets of filter parameter vectors.
The signal-to-random noise ratios for filters (a) and (b) are −1.73dB and
4.93dB respectively. This constitutes a 6.6dB improvement in the attenuation
of the random sensor noise signal, and is in agreement with the improvement
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Figure 3.2: Array Filter (a) Output: designed using x and u data.
Figure 3.3: Array Filter (b) Output: designed using {x, u, w} data.
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n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Kn 0 2 4 6 7 8 9 10
an 10.000 7.8448 5.3454 3.8853 3.0152 2.4526 2.0629 1.7783
bn 12.5893 10.000 7.9433 6.3096 5.0119 3.9811 3.1623 2.5119
wn 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
αn 1.2589 1.2747 1.4860 1.6240 1.6622 1.6232 1.5329 1.4125
vn 0.1000 0.1275 0.1871 0.2574 0.3317 0.4077 0.4848 0.5623
X/U -2.00 -2.11 -3.44 -4.21 -4.41 -4.21 -3.71 -3.00
X/W 20.00 17.89 14.56 11.79 9.59 7.79 6.29 5.00
Table 3.1: Synthetic data set for example 3.1 (ratios in dB).
Filter (a) from Theorem 2.2
m F1(m) F2(m) F3(m) F4(m) F5(m) F6(m) F7(m) F8(m)
0 0.0000 0.2747 -0.8795 -0.5533 -0.0737 0.2201 0.7437 1.2679
1 0.0000 0.0537 -0.5181 -0.2392 -0.3585 -0.1050 0.2501 0.9170
2 -0.2782 0.1238 -0.1349 -0.1654 -0.3218 -0.2451 0.2615 0.7600
3 -0.0544 0.6039 0.3438 -0.2676 -0.6029 -0.3703 -0.0457 0.3933
4 0.9128 0.8621 0.3414 -0.4769 -0.6588 -0.6182 -0.3624 0.0000
Filter (b) from Theorem 3.1
m F1(m) F2(m) F3(m) F4(m) F5(m) F6(m) F7(m) F8(m)
0 0.0000 1.5636 -1.0538 -0.7913 0.0814 0.2454 0.4326 0.5221
1 0.0000 1.1716 -1.4016 -0.2835 -0.2173 0.0823 0.2718 0.3767
2 -1.5833 2.0136 -0.8582 -0.1595 -0.0835 0.1068 0.2522 0.3119
3 -1.1863 1.6338 0.2188 -0.4051 -0.3222 -0.1045 0.0294 0.1360
4 -0.7950 2.0085 0.1493 -0.4877 -0.4506 -0.2992 -0.1253 0.0000
M=5 J = f ′L′Lf J = f ′Σ2f
(a) 0.9894200E-16 1.537579
(b) 0.4935700E-14 0.8114450
Table 3.2: {fk} and J for example 3.1(a,b).
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predicted by J = f ′Σ′Σf which is 6.4dB. Observe that the secondary opti-
misation has increased the coefficient weightings for those filters processing
signals with a lower amount of the random noise signal. As shown in Table
3.2, low numbered sensors possess the higher desired signal-to-random noise
ratios and, as a general indicator, notice that it is these (one-dimensional)
FIR filters that in example 3.1(b) now have larger magnitude coefficients
compared to the corresponding filters in example 3.1(a).
3.2 Multiple Coherent Interference
The possible complexity of the subsurface layers makes possible the presence
of multiple coherent interferences. This can occur in a simple sense because
acoustic energy conversion occurs when signals arrive at the sensor borehole,
and coherent signals29 are launched vertically into the borehole which usually
contains water. Alternatively, multipath propagation due to multiple reflec-
tors and waveguide effects can also lead to the presence of multiple coherent
sources. In this section, the number of coherent interference sources is ex-
tended to P and an optimisation problem formulated with which to solve for
the optimal array filter.
29These coherent signals are usually referred to as ‘tube waves’.
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3.2.1 Signal Model
Each sensor signal contains: the desired component x; P coherent interfer-
ences uj; and the random sensor noise w, i.e.
yn(t) = anx(t− ξn) +
P∑
j=1
bnjuj(t− ρnj) + wn(t) (3.22)
where the quantities {bnj, ρnj} have a j subscript to identify the correspond-
ing interference source. After magnitude normalisation, time shifting and
sampling, the sensor signals to be processed are
sn(k) = x(k) +
P∑
j=1
αnjuj(k −Knj) + vn(k) (3.23)
where {αnj, Knj} are defined for each coherent interference in the same way
as for a single source. In the work that follows, the random sensor noise term
vn is ignored
30.
3.2.2 Derivation of Objective Function
The minimisation of the rejection response for each coherent source retains
the same form as for the single source problem. Because the desired look-
direction response is common to the minimisation of each jth component of
the coherent interferences, matrices {S,A, V, Z} remain unchanged but there
are now unique matrices {Lj, Rj} associated with each jth interference and
its αi,j, Ki,j. If all interference sources are considered equally damaging, then
30As mentioned in the introduction, a subsequent section considers the case where a
number of coherent sources and random sensor noise are present.
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the optimisation problem may be stated
J(u) = min
u
P∑
j=1
‖Lj [fI + Zu] ‖2 (3.24)
subject to the constraint
R′ju = 0 for all j = 1 . . . P (3.25)
Observe that, since each component j of the overall P th order problem is
subject to the same look-direction constraint for the desired signal, then the
same initial solution fI obtained from (2.59) may be used in (3.24). The P
sets of constraints (3.25) then allow the general filter parameter f = fI +Zu
to be selected by varying f in the right null space of all Rj matrices so that
the optimisation procedure does not allow any output due to the coherent
interferences. By defining
L˜′ = [L′1L
′
2 . . . L
′
P ] (3.26)
the quadratic optimisation problem may be precisely stated as follows:
J∗(u) = min
u
‖(fI + Zu)′L˜′L˜(fI + Zu)‖2 (3.27)
subject to
Z ′L˜′u = 0 (3.28)
where fI is defined from (2.59). However, there is no guarantee that a solution
exists which simultaneously nulls all interferences. Matrix L˜ has dimension
α×NM where
α = PM +
P∑
j=1
max
n
K¯nj (3.29)
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so any solution which nulls all interferences is satisfying M look-direction re-
sponse constraints plus α interference wavefront nulling constraints in (3.28).
Thus, a ‘necessary’ condition that the array processor null P coherent inter-
ferences is
(P + 1)M +
P∑
j=1
max
n
(K¯nj) ≤ NM (3.30)
The optimal filter design may be stated as a generalisation of Theorem 2.2
3.2.3 Optimal filter for nulling multiple coherent sources
Theorem 3.2
If there exist no esoteric multiple equivalent constraints Ljf = 0 causing rank
loss L˜, and if R˜ = L˜Z has full rank α defined in (3.29), then one minimising
solution f ∗(γ) is given by
f ∗(γ) = T˜ γ (3.31)
where
T˜ =
(
I − ZR˜′(R˜R˜′)−1L˜
)
S (3.32)
The minimum cost is
J∗(γ) = 0 (3.33)
Proof
See Theorem 2.2 with {R,L} are replaced by {R˜, L˜}.
• • •
There is no guarantee that rank loss in matrix R˜ will not prevent a com-
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plete nulling and numerical methods may be required to check rank condi-
tions.
However, if one dominant coherent source must be nulled with simulta-
neous attenuation of other coherent interferences, then the initial solution fI
used in (3.27) may be replaced by f ∗ derived according to Theorem 2.2. This
alternative quadratic programming problem may be stated as follows:
J∗(u) = min
u
P∑
j=2
βj‖(f ∗ + Zu)′L′jLj(f ∗ + Zu)‖2 (3.34)
subject to (3.25) and f ∗ defined by (2.83,2.84), and where the selection of βj
allows weighting of each cost component. Nulling of the dominant coherent
interference is, however, guaranteed.
Recall that correlation based identification methods or, given suitable
wavelet processing, standard time and magnitude ‘picking’ do require that
the interference be uniquely present at certain points in the trace so that mea-
surements unique to an interference may be made. When multiple coherent
interferences are present, it may become difficult to estimate individual inter-
ference parameters. Fortunately, coherent interference such as ‘tube waves’
occurs across many traces and it is usually possible to measure magnitude
and time delay information at points in the data trace where only one such
interference is present.
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3.3 Mixed Optimal and Suboptimal Array Filtering
The previous analysis for multiple coherent interferences assumed that the
filter order could be extended indefinitely until all interferences were nulled.
Current silicon-based developments in distributed computational machinery
with multi-dimensional data flow, in addition to the prospect of molecular
level computing engines, does endear one to the idea that finite yet very
large processing power may be applied (if necessary) to problems such as
array filter design and implementation. However, it is still considered useful
to consider the design and implementation of array filters subject to more
modest computation limits. This section provides an example of filter design
where the filter order is only capable of nulling one coherent interference
but the interference model comprises two coherent interferences and random
sensor noise. That is, it shows how the design techniques already outlined
may be mixed to deliver an array filter of medium complexity.
The sensor signals to be processed are
sn(k) = x(k) + αn1u1(k −Kn1) + αn2u2(k −Kn2) + vn(k) (3.35)
where the signal parameters are defined as for (3.23). For simplicity, assume
that the two coherent interferences have wavefronts that sweep across the
sensors in the (same) order 1 . . . N . Interference 1 has its source positioned
sufficiently close to the desired signal look-direction that the relative delays
more than satisfy the degree of freedom requirement (2.77) with C ≥ 2
for filter order M1. However, interference 2 is assumed to have its source
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positioned at a greater angle from the look-direction than interference 1 so
that, for the same given filter order M1, equation (2.77) is not satified.
In terms of single interference filter design, Theorem 2.2 may be immedi-
ately applied to null interference 1 and, from (2.88,2.83), the general solution
for the filter parameter f is
f(γ) =
(
INM − ZR′1(R1R′1)−1L1
)
Sγ + Zu (3.36)
where the subscript 1 indicates a coherent interference specific matrix, and
where R1u = 0. The remaining design flexibilty u may then be used to reduce
the output due to the 2nd coherent interference and the random sensor noise.
An objective function may be formulated for the 2nd coherent interference as
J2(u) = f
′L′2L2f (3.37)
and for the random noise component as
J3(u) = f
′Σ′Σf (3.38)
Recall that Σ is diagonal, and define Σ˜ such that
Σ˜′Σ˜ = Σ′Σ + L′2L2 (3.39)
Since L2 has full rank NM , L
′
2L2 is invertible and since Σ is diagonal, then
Σ˜′Σ˜ is invertible and the result of Theorem 3.1 may be used with Σ replaced
by Σ˜. Arguments similar to those of Theorem 3.2 may be given for the
existence of terms such as (
R1
(
Σ˜′Σ˜
)−1
R′1
)−1
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The minimised cost function may be evaluated as
J = f ′Σ˜′Σ˜f
This result shows that a single coherent source, for which the given filter or-
der captures common samples within 2 filter/sensor pairs, may be completely
nulled according to Theorem 2.2, and that it is also possible to attenuate
other coherent sources located outside some range about the desired look-
direction in which complete nulling may occur. Note that coherent sources
positioned far enough away from the look-direction such that the correspond-
ing L matrix is NM ×NM may also be processed in this way.
Observe that the derivation of the cost function for random sensor noise
assumed that no cross correlation existed between coherent noise terms and
the desired signal because of complete nulling. The cost function (3.38)
contravenes this assumption, and it should be taken as a ‘best estimate’ of
error given a desire to assume nothing about the actual waveform of u2. If
filter design were performed simultaneously with the actual filtering, then
iterative numerical techniques would also be available to adjust f and take
advantage of any structure in the auto-correlation matrix Σ˜′Σ˜.
An interesting point is at what angle measured from the desired look-
direction does the threshold between application of Theorem 2.2 and The-
orem 2.3 occur. In the next section, the answer to this question reveals an
alternative optimal filter parameter calculation route.
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3.4 Minimum Complexity Optimal Array Filters
Given a noise model containing one coherent interference, a minimum com-
plexity optimal array filter is defined here to be a filter containing a minimum
number of FIR filter elements with each filter possessing the minimum order
which will sustain complete nulling of the single coherent interference. From
(2.77), the minimum number of sensor/filter sections occurs for C = 2, i.e.
3 sensors/filters are required which possess relative delay span M so that
(2.77) achieves equality. The filter designed in example 2.1(b) is an example
of such a filter. As the description of nulling in Chapter 2 indicates, certain
filter coefficients in the two filters connected to the sensors that receive the
first and last samplings of wavefronts sweeping across the sensors are zero.
In fact, this must always be the case for all optimal array filters designed
according to Theorem 2.2. From (2.91) where the optimisation cost function
is interpreted as the unit wavefront array response, the filter output is zero
for the total wavefront transition time M + K¯max but, during the first k =
K¯1 . . . K¯2−1 discrete time instants, only the first filter has sampled the input
wavefront so that K¯2− K¯1 filter coefficients in FIR filter 1 must be zero. By
a similar argument, the last M − (K¯3 − K¯2) coefficients of filter 3 must also
be zero. For this array filter, (2.77) gives
∆K1 + ∆K2 = (K¯3 − K¯2) + (K¯2 − K¯1) = K¯3
= M for C = 2
(3.40)
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and therefore such minimum optimal array filters have 1/3 of the 3M fil-
ter coefficients equal to zero — a significant reduction in the multiplication
requirements at implementation time. This also simplifies the calculation
of the remaining 2M filter coefficients. From (2.28), M constraints are ob-
tained involving 2 unknown filter coefficients each. Since M = K¯max in the
minimum optimal array filter, it can be shown that (2.91) yields another
M constraints involving 2 unknown filter coefficients each. The design of a
minimum optimal array filter is stated in the following Theorem.
Theorem 3.3
The minimal optimal array filter with N = 3 sensor/filter sections and filter
order M which satisfies equality (2.77) with C = 2 is obtained as
F1(k) = 0 ; k = 0 . . . K¯2 − 1
F3(k) = 0 ; k = K¯2 . . .M − 1 (3.41)
and the remaining 2M coefficients satisfy the following 2M equations where
F1(k) + F2(k) = γ(k) ; k = K¯2 . . .M − 1
F2(k) + F3(k) = γ(k) ; k = 0 . . . K¯2
(3.42)
specifies the desired signal response and
F1(k+K¯2)
α1
+ F2(k)
α2
= 0 ; k = 0 . . .M − K¯2 − 1
F2(k+K¯3−K¯2)
α2
+ F3(k)
α3
= 0 ; k = 0 . . .M − (K¯3 − K¯2)− 1
(3.43)
specifies the nulling of the coherent interference (by definition, K¯1 = 0).
• • •
To illustrate operation of an array of minimal optimal array filters, exam-
ple 3.2 shows the 6 input data traces used in example 2.2 now processed to
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Figure 3.4: Output from 4 minimal optimal array filters.
give the 4 output traces shown in Figure 3.4. This example shows effective
optimal array filter operation in the region where coherent interference signal
parameters have been identified accurately, i.e. where they do not overlap in
the time domain. However, where the the desired signal and coherent inter-
ference signal wavelets partially overlap, parameter identification performed
here without wavelet preprocessing has been less accurate leading to poor
filter operation. The successful operation in example 2.2 indicates that trace
data parameter uncertainty can, to a certain extent, be overcome by using a
larger number of input traces. Observe that, should the coherent source move
any further from the look-direction, then the equality constraint of (2.77) no
longer applies and complete nulling is lost. Therefore, a minimal optimal
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array filter possesses the least order M which provides complete nulling.
3.5 Optimal Two-Dimensional Array Filtering
In current geophysical applications, three-dimensional tomographic analysis
is being performed and is representative of a general industry trend to pro-
cess more information in an attempt to obtain higher resolution. The use of
sensor signal diversity obtained over two-dimensions rather than one allows
the geophysical study to concentrate on signals propagating to the (sensor)
surface around the vicinity of some reference point. By taking advantage of
the steering capability of the array processor, signals originating from a par-
ticular direction or, perhaps more usefully, from a particular point beneath
the sensor array may be array filtered. This diversity of tightly clustered
signals corresponds to accurate spatial sampling of the unknown subsurface
region around some nominal path.
This section formulates the optimal array processing problem given a
rectangular two-dimensional sensor array. Other array geometries are possi-
ble including circular and elliptical sensor arrays31 but because a rectangular
grid of sensors is considered to be more relevant to current data collection
procedures (outlined in Chapter 1), these other sensor geometries are not de-
scribed. A simple mapping of the Two-Dimensional sensors is shown to give
a problem that is immediately solved by the various filter design Theorems
31For a complete description of how arrival times are related to angle of incidence and
sensor geometry, see [44].
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given in Chapters 2 and 3 for a linear array. However, it will be seen that the
extra advantage obtained from sensors traversing two dimensions is reduced
to a certain extent by the extra ways in which the design matrix R may lose
rank.
3.5.1 Signal Model and Problem Formulation
A planar rectangular sensor array is shown in Figure 3.5a comprising Nx×Ny
elements with sensor spacings dx and dy. The output of the sensor in the
mth row and nth column is denoted by
ym,n(t) = am,nx(t− ξm,n) +
P∑
j=1
bj,m,nuj(t− ρj,m,n) + wm,n(t) (3.44)
where m = 1..Nx;n = 1..Ny. This equation has the same elements present
as (3.22) but now the channel identification subscript i has been replaced
by the subscript pair m,n. After steering and magnitude normalisation, the
m,nth filter’s input signal sm,n(t) is
sm,n(t) =
ym,n(t+ξm,n)
am,n
= x(t) +
∑P
j=1 αj,m,nuj(t− τj,m,n) + vm,n(t)
(3.45)
where
αj,m,n =
bj,m,n
am,n
τj,m,n = ρj,m,n − ξm,n ≥ 0 (3.46)
vm,n(t) =
wm,n(t+ ξm,n)
am,n
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Figure 3.5: Two-Dimensional Sensor Arrays.
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Sampling with period T , and introducing the assumption that all delays
are integer multiples of T , the discrete time relative signal delays are defined
Kj,m,nT = τj,m,n
for coherent interference source j at sensor m,n. For each coherent interfer-
ence j, the sensor receiving the interference first (i.e. is positioned closest to
the source in terms of travel time) is defined to have Kj,m,n = 0 and so time
zero is defined. The signal entering the m,nth filter at time kT is
sm,n(k) = x(k) +
P∑
j=1
αj,m,nuj(k −Kj,m,n) + vm,n(k) (3.47)
where the random noise component vm,n has intensity σ
2
m,n. These signals are
processed by an array of linear FIR filters {Fm,n(z);m = 1..Nx, n = 1..Ny}
each of order M defined by
Fm,n(z) =
M−1∑
k=0
fm,n(k)z
−k (3.48)
The z-transform S(z) of the final output {s(k)} in the absense of sensor noise
is
S(z) =
Nx∑
m=1
Ny∑
n=1
Fm,n(z)Sm,n(z) (3.49)
Without loss of generality, the subscript pairs {m,n;m = 1..Nx, n = 1..Ny}
may be mapped onto {i; i = 1..N} where i = (n − 1)Nx + m and N =
Nx × Ny. The subscript pair m,n in (3.44)–(3.49) may also be replaced by
i with summation changes as necessary, and the basic problem formulation
equations of Chapter 2 are obtained. All design Theorems given in Chapters
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2 and 3 may now be brought to bear on the Two-Dimensional array filtering
problem.
Now that this Two-Dimensional array filtering problem has been ex-
pressed in a form identical to earlier One-Dimensional array filtering, the
next important issues to address are any new possibilities for design matrix
R rank loss. Arguments concerning the capability of the array filter to re-
solve a desired signal and incoming interferences at close angular positions
are also related to the rank of matrices L and R.
3.5.2 ‘Rank’ loss for Two-Dimensional Arrays
The discussion of rank loss in Chapter 2 focused on the need to balance
the contradictory requirements of sensor spacing being sufficiently close so
that coherence assumptions were maintained and also sufficiently far apart
so that signals were sampled to yield different αi values. Further, unusual
signal conditions were shown to be responsible for rank loss of R when two
sensors registered the coherent interference arriving from the same direction
as the desired signal i.e. when Ki = Kj for i 6= j thus allowing two M ×M
non-zero blocks of the matrix L defined in (2.46) to share the same row offset.
Loss of matrix R rank due to x and u arriving from the same apparent di-
rection is possible if esoteric velocity profile non-uniformities exist. However,
in the case of plane wavefronts arriving at a rectangular Two-Dimensional
array, rank loss from a similar matrix L condition can also occur at partic-
ular angles because of the regularity of the sensor locations. For example,
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Figure 3.6 shows a ‘worst case’ example where a plane wavefront is inci-
dent on a rectangular sensor array with azimuth chosen so that only
√
N
different relative signal delays are available instead of N . One major disad-
vantage of Two-Dimensional sensor arrays is that the very virtue of being
Two-Dimensional means that there may exist many different incident an-
gles at which a number of sensors lie along the intersections of the (steered)
desired signal wavefront, the coherent signal wavefront, and (by definition)
the sensor plane. Such a condition can result in multiple sensors detecting
common source directions for x and u. Fortunately, the irregularity of me-
dia propagation properties may provide significant resilience against these
conditions as would the somewhat irregular source locations within the sub-
surface layers. To perform optimal filtering under such conditions, the rank
of matrix R must be checked as mentioned in Chapter 2.
The use of a Two-Dimensional sensor array also allows one to drop the
assumption introduced in Chapter 1 regarding the location of seismic sig-
nal sources received by the array. With a One-Dimensional sensor array,
the assumption is that all subsurface features that lead to reflected signals
are positioned within a vertical plane through the sensor array. The Two-
Dimensional array can be steered to an angle to the vertical z axis in both
the x and y planes, and an important issue concerns how close can a coherent
interference be located to the desired signal for complete nulling to occur.
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Figure 3.6: Planar wavefront arrival producing rank(R) loss.
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In this case, the concern for maintaining coherence may be reduced since
all wavefronts are almost arriving perpendicularly to the (steered) sensor
array and all relative delays are hence small. Using simple geometry, it is
possible to analyse where possible complete nulls may be positioned and, by
referring to matrix R rank knowledge, formulate a sensor selection procedure.
Given sensors spanning an effective width d, and with wavefront velocity v
and sampling time T , the best minimum angular separation ∆θ∗ possible is
∆θ∗ = sin−1
(
2Tv
d
)
(3.50)
if the total sensor system can detect at least 3 different relative delays which
satisfy (2.77). Observe that increasing d in (3.50) provides one method of
reducing this angular resolution. Because (2.77) specifies the minimum num-
ber of sensors, selective use of just 3 sensors allows a minimum ∆θ to be
obtained.
For a large Two-Dimensional sensor array, the 3 sensors could in fact
be 3 closely positioned sensor clusters. Sensors would be eligible for cluster
membership if they detected the same relative delays, and the summing of
their clustered sensor outputs would provide some attenuation of random
noise components before optimal filtering was performed on the 3 cluster
outputs. It is the knowledge of how rank loss in matrices L and R occurs
that allows one to figure out sensor signal selection and, in combination with
(2.77), the best sensor signals to use when attempting to null an interference
positioned close the desired signal source direction.
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Note that, in general, sensors which share the same relative delay charac-
teristics can form a cluster the summed output of which may then replace all
reference to single sensor signals in this work. For example, 12 sensors that
could be grouped into 4 groups of 3 sensors that detected 4 different sets of
relative delays could, after summing to give 4 cluster outputs, be processed
by an optimal array filter (with 4 inputs) which was designed according to
Theorem 3.1. In this case, random sensor noise would be attenuated first by
the sensor summing and then by the optimal array filter design itself.
3.6 Conclusion
The basic design of optimal array filters was presented in Chapter 2. These
ideas have been extended by analysing the degrees of freedom available in
the design, and also by interpreting the rank loss of certain design matrices.
The main points of this chapter are now listed.
(1) Given more sensors than a required minimum number, extra degrees of
freedom in the design or design flexibility have been used to attenuate
random noise components while simultaneously nulling the coherent
interference. A synthetic data example illustrated the improvement
possible.
(2) An alternative use of design flexibility is to null completely multiple
coherent sources. The solution to this problem has two approaches–
a general design where all interferences are treated equally, or a de-
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sign which completely nulls an interference considered dominant and
then attenuates (or nulls) a weighted measure of the remaining coher-
ent interference. In both cases, some difficulty may be encountered in
identifying coherent noise parameters although it may prove possible
to estimate weaker interference signal parameters after more dominant
sources have been attenuated. However, such a sequential approach is
limited because the response of the filter to unidentified interferences
is not specifically constrained (due to a lack of information about the
unidentified signals) and interferences which are still to be identified
will be smeared in the time domain by array filtering. Should more
information be obtained, it will always be necessary to redesign the
array filter using all constraints, and then to process the original data
set.
(3) The identification of magnitude and delay data for multiple coherent in-
terferences is quite difficult (notwithstanding the incremental approach
outlined above). An optimal filter design to process only two coherent
interferences has been presented - the inspiration being that the pa-
rameters of only a few coherent interferences may be readily available
and the extra processing to handle other smaller interferences may not
be justifiable. This array filter possesses a medium order which allows
complete nulling of one coherent interference source combined with si-
multaneous attenuation of a second coherent source and of the random
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sensor noise. The computation required in the design is similar to that
required for the case suppressing random noise only.
(4) When processing large quantities of data, some consideration of an array
filter which requires a minimum of design computation and also of
implementation computation is described.
(5) The formulation of the optimal array filter solution has been extended
to the case where Two-Dimensional sensor arrays are available. With
relatively large numbers of sensors present, some rank loss conditions
are more probable. However it is also argued that selective use of
sensors can avoid these difficulties. In particular, grouping sensors with
similar input relative delays into clusters enables optimal filtering and
also indicates how to achieve high angular resolution.
A Two-Dimensional surface sensor array may feed reflection seismology data
from a ‘conical’ region into an array filter to give ideally a low noise estimate
of the signal sampling the unknown region. This filtered signal can be thought
of as a low noise estimate of the ideal signal resulting from a sampling of the
unknown subsurface layers. Such a signal is then ready for extraction of
micro level information via seismic inversion — the theme of Chapter 4.
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Appendix 3.1: Analytic solution of Γ−1
Consider the (N − 1)M × (N − 1)M matrix Γ defined in (3.18) with Z and
Σ defined by (2.55) and (3.11). Then
Γ−1 = P − ϕQ (3.51)
where
P = diag{σ−22 IM , σ−23 IM . . . σ−2N IM} (3.52)
ϕ =
σ−21 + N∑
j=2
σ−2j
−1 (3.53)
and the (N − 1)M × (N − 1)M symmetric matrix Q is given by
Q =

σ−22
σ−23
...
σ−2N

[
σ−22 σ
−2
3 . . . σ
−2
N
]
(3.54)
or the (i, j)th M ×M block of Q is
Qi,j = σ
−2
i+1σ
−2
j+1IM (3.55)
Proof
After substituting for Z and Σ
Γ = P−1 + σ21DD
′ (3.56)
where the (N − 1)M ×M matrix D is given by
D = [IMIM . . . IM ] (3.57)
An application of the Schur matrix inversion lemma [45] gives (3.51).
• • •
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4 Discrete Model for One-Dimensional Inver-
sion
4.1 Introduction
Much development of seismic wave propagation models has been performed
in parallel with the development of seismic inversion (identification) schemes.
The difficulty of describing wave propagation has been long recognised. In
1961 Goupillaud [46] remarked ‘It is generally recognised that the propaga-
tion of seismic waves in a stratified system as complex as the sedimentary
portion of the earth can be investigated only at the cost of making almost
unacceptable simplifying assumptions’. This Chapter reports some recent
developments in wave propagation studies which eliminate some of these
assumptions, although it should be acknowledged that even this analysis
considers a very idealised earth model.
An introduction to typical elastic wave propagation models (and assump-
tions) is given before the analytical model of Clarke and Williamson [26] is
derived. Because modelling and inversion tend to be developed in parallel,
this introduction will also describe some inversion approaches. The analytical
model of [26] is discretised to give an algorithm for modelling lossy wave prop-
agation on a finite spatial domain. Some model simulations are presented. A
linearity result is derived which allows a prediction error algorithm to use an
analytical derivative when recovering an initial estimate of subsurface prop-
erties. Some insight into existing inversion techniques is gained through a
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discrete vector ARMA formulation of the modelling algorithm.
4.2 Modelling for Inversion
After removal of noise components, the seismic trace data represents a sam-
pling of the unknown region. When the seismic source has been applied
within the same plane as that containing the sensor array, the problem of
identifying the impedance profile of the unknown region is termed a reflection
problem. Knowledge of the wave propagation mechanism is fundamental to
the development and/or operation of many seismic inversion procedures.
Study of the theory of elastic wave propagation in anisotropic media goes
back more than a century. As observed in [47], some of the early motivation
concerned the notion of a solid ether permeating all space while in recent
times, motivation has included the development of surface acoustic wave
(SAW) electronic devices. Studies earlier this century noted by [47] were the
first to establish significant differences in velocity between vertically trav-
elling P-waves and horizontally travelling P-waves, and also differences in
velocity between horizontally travelling shear waves acting in the horizontal
and vertical directions (usually referred to as SH and SV waves respectively).
One plausible explanation for the anisotropy is stratification present although
other possible sources include rock deposition or cooling which gives rise to
directional properties, and also any preloading stresses present in the rock.
As noted in Chapter 1, these differences in wave mode velocities can lead to
some difficulty in inter-relating the information and so at present, P-wave
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based studies are predominant32.
In horizontally layered media, it may be observed that the anisotropy pos-
sesses a vertical axis of symmetry thereby simplifying somewhat the physics
but even here, [47] reports that by 1980, there had been not a single ex-
ample of field measurements made in sufficient detail to determine the 5
elastic constants and density required to describe a section of earth. It seems
fair to observe that, while anisotropy in rocks has been studied, geophysical
applications using acoustic probing signals have predominantly assumed an
isotropic earth model. When the material supporting wave propagation be-
comes isotropic, the stress-strain relationships simplify and description only
requires 2 constants: density and shear modulus. As propagation in an
isotropic material is not directionally dependent, the problem reduces to that
of one-dimensional propagation. A number of further restrictions lead to the
most widely studied propagation system for seismic inversion given P-waves
in isotropic media. If the density and shear modulus are assumed constant,
then the one-dimensional acoustic wave equation (1.2) results with a veloc-
ity parameter v(z) which depends on the media. When a region with small
variations in its velocity profile is to be analysed, a common approximation
is to use a cascade of layers each with its own constant velocity parameter.
Note that the exclusion of shear waves precludes wave mode conversion.
If the horizontally layered medium is assumed lossless and homogeneous
32Other practical difficulties which occur at the data acquisition level include the at-
tachment of (more expensive) sensors to well walls at known orientation.
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(within each layer), and is spanning an infinite half space, then the response
given only P-wave propagation may be described in terms of a series of re-
flection coefficients, an idea also used in the early paper [48] and described
in Chapter 1. A survey of common approaches to inversion is presented in
[49] where two major categories are identified:
• a nonparametric representation of the measured response may be based
on a convolution (see (1.6,1.7)). Deconvolution techniques (including
some algorithms to handle noisy data) allow the medium profile to be
recovered in terms of discrete changes in a media dependent parameter
at discovered layer interfaces.
• a parametric representation of the wave motion throughout the half space
may be characterised by up- and downgoing waves (see (1.4),(1.5)).
Analysis at layer interfaces gives a transfer function description for each
layer, and a cascade of layers is then modelled by a cascade of transfer
functions. No a priori knowledge of the layer positions is necessary
as layers of differing thickness33 are made by inserting hypothetical
(padding) layers with zero reflection coefficent so that the whole system
shares a common travel time resolution T .
When the simplified models of [49] are used in the analysis of propagation
in an inhomogeneous medium, the response is obtained by an approximation
33[49] has extended inversion based on this model to the case of variable layer thicknesses,
but the idea of a minimum resolution remains.
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using a heap of thin homogeneous layers (see for example [50, 51]). The
continuous refraction of waves is then approximated by high order multiple
reflections within these layers34. Inversion to determine the properties of
the layers in consecutive order gives rise to the ‘layer stripping’ approaches
where the effects of previously identified layers are removed to reveal the next
deepest layer. However, it is important to note that these discrete methods
are still assuming a piece-wise constant set of physical parameters.
Small perturbations in the essentially constant velocity profile of one layer
in the simplified model can be resolved via the Born approximation [52].
Even after the macro level processing has given an initial estimate of the
velocity profile, [53] points out that the actual profile may be too far away
for linearisations such as the Born approximation to work. When this piece-
wise constant restriction is fully relaxed to the case of smooth stratification,
the success of the earlier convolutional and Fourier based methods suggests
the use of results from linear inverse theory. If it is believed that there is
(still) a linear functional relationship between the observed data and the
model, then a general relationship may be expressed in terms of a Fredholm
equation of the first kind i.e.
yj
4
=< m, gj >=
∫ l
0
m(z)gj(z) dz , j = 1 . . . N (4.1)
where yj is the j
th observed data, m(z) is a function representing the model
defined on the Hilbert space H[0 . . . l], and gj(z) is the j
th kernel function
34In [6], this approach is extended to also include a backscatter term.
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determined from the geometry and physical equations of relevance to the
problem. gj(z) is assumed known in this discussion. The structure of m(z)
may be interpreted directly, or it may also be the subject of another identi-
fication problem. Note that since m(z) is defined on an infinite dimensional
Hilbert space, there will be infinitely many functions in that space which will
be able to reproduce a finite number of observations. This non-uniqueness
problem becomes more severe when data is noisy. As observed in [54], the
analytical inverse to map observations yj to the model m(z) can be useful
if it shows that a unique inverse exists. However, inverse mapping can be
unstable, especially in geophysical applications that are prone to noise and
where small changes in data can lead to large changes in the model. A fur-
ther difficulty[54] in geophysical applications is that the kernel functions are
attenuated with depth (or travel time), i.e. the ability to “see” into the earth
worsens with depth and so instability of the inverse worsens.
Despite these difficulties, [55] outlines a direct “exact” approach which
is spectrally based. As shown in section 1.3(j), the equation of motion (1.1)
can be reduced to a Schro¨dinger equation (1.36) and results from quantum
scattering applied to the recovery of micro level information. Alternatively, if
one believes that there exists a non-linear relationship between the measured
input/output data and the model, a commonly held view for geophysical
problems, then the linear inverse approach may be extended through lineari-
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sation. Instead of (4.1), one writes
δyj =< δm, gj(m0) > (4.2)
where gj(m0) is the Frechet derivative of the integral (4.1) evaluated at m0,
δm(z) is a perturbation in the model away from m0, and δyj is the corre-
sponding change in data.
Symes [56] has formulated a non-linear version of the Gelfand-Levitan
equation which was shown in Chapter 1 to be one solution route available for
the Schro¨dinger equation. However, in general, these methods still assume
an infinite half space and so ignore boundary effects present at the second
boundary. Recently, [26] have analysed the non-linear problem on a finite
spatial domain and this work uses their model as its basis.
While the analysis of seismic data in order to perform reflector imaging
and hence determine macro level information about the unknown subsurface
region is adequately served by the acoustic wave equation (1.2), for inver-
sion purposes there are instances where the constant density acoustic wave
equation is not good enough [57] because effects such as density variations
and scattering (and also wave mode conversions upon reflections, anisotropy,
and frequency-dependent attenuation) can substantially change the observed
times of reflection events and amplitude and phase of reflected wavelets from
the purely acoustic case. This work on modelling is concerned with develop-
ing a propagation model which includes the additional effects associated with
media density variations and scattering. However, in order to provide better
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Figure 4.1: Seismic Mapping Problem.
merging into the macro level information which has identified the layer struc-
ture within the subsurface region, this wave propagation model is defined on
a finite spatial domain. This allows modelling to be performed with respect
to a particular layer, and it is then possible to use information discovered in
the macro level processing to supply end point constraints for this model.
The ideas associated with seismic inversion may be restated with respect
to Figure 4.1. Let P be the set of parameters which describe the physical
system to be identified, in this case the subsurface region. Given applied ex-
citation with input/output measurements, let S be the set of results obtained
from such experimentation. The mapping M which is a set of all possible
mappings from P to S describes the forward problem. Recovering micro level
information through seismic inversion is the reverse problem from S to P .
Ideally, one would desire that a direct method be available to solve the re-
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verse problem, at least in a mathematical sense. However, the exact methods
such as those of [55] using the Gelfand-Levitan equation require numerical
evaluation of integrals for which no general solutions are known [11]. There-
fore, except in very idealised cases, the usual route by which measurement
information S yields parameter information P is to construct a model for the
forward path and to connect it into some suitable identification algorithm.
The inverse problem is considered solved in [58] whenever it is possible
to associate to any element s0 ∈ S a set of parameters p0 ∈ P in such a way
that
• the set p′ of images of P by the mappings of M has a ‘small’ diameter in
S and is close to s0 (the existence problem),
• a mapping or multimapping of s0 to P is well defined and continuous (the
stability problem), and
• a ‘physical’ criterion enables one to classify the elements in P and the
mappings M.
For seismic inversion, the parameters P are a reflectivity profile over the
region of interest, a finite spatial domain in this work.
The problem of uniqueness and stability has been addressed in a number
of ways. The layer stripping methods (such as [46]) proceed through the
seismic trace from its beginning to its end, relating the earliest events with
primary reflections from the upper-most layers and the later events with
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both primary reflections from deeper layers and multiple reflections from the
(already identified) upper layer structure. To help obtain a unique result,
some of these methods apply stabilising constraints. For example, [59] applies
a minimisation of the L2 norm of the difference between the measured trace
data and the model output using results from Control Theory to provide
optimisation function derivatives. Another regularisation reported in [11] is
to bound the derivative of the reflectivity profile (previously defined in terms
of the media impedance in Chapter 1). If the macro level information already
derived does not directly enter the formulation of the inversion, then it is also
possible to use this information to specify point values of the identified media
parameter in an attempt to drive the answer closer to the ‘correct’ solution.
One possible problem concerns whether a discretised algorithm can use
information such as the position of boundaries recovered during macro level
processing although, in [6], the layer stripping method has been reformulated
to include random reflector positions. In [51], a number of seismic inversion
schemes are contrasted which use various forward models coupled to suitable
identification algorithms. Underlying all of these approaches is the assump-
tion that wave propagation (of some form) takes place on an infinite half
space x ≥ 0. If such a model is adopted, then the information derived from
the macro level processing stage can supply point constraints describing the
location and size of major impedance discontinuities at layer interfaces only
if the model complexity is increased, possibly in contradiction to the half
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space assumption. In order to ease the merging of macro level processing
and micro level processing, this work considers a finite spatial domain upon
which a forward model is used to describe signal propagation between two
end points that correspond to layer interfaces.
Previously, it was noted that all current propagation models apply to an
earth model that has been idealised to some extent. Methods such as Born
inversion [57] use a constant density in the formulation and, after analysing
signal flows from the source in forward time and (adjoint sourced) signal flows
from the receiver in reverse time, provide the correct answer to a highly
idealised problem. Instead of (1.2) with its inability to describe density
variations, the less idealised lossy one-dimensional wave equation (1.1) is used
in this work. An analytic state recursion is derived so that an exact recursive
input-state-output solution to the forward model of signal propagation is
obtained. This solution is discretised only so that it may be implemented on
a digital computer. That is, this work maintains a separation between
• earth model assumptions which lead to the (analytical) exact propagation
model, and
• the approximations used to devise a wave propagation modelling algorithm
for implementation on a digital computer.
In [12], the ill-posed nature of inverse problems arising in wave propaga-
tion is said to fall ‘roughly’ into the four categories:
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(a) phase shifting due to change of coordinates,
(b) band-limited (incomplete) data,
(c) insensitivity of the data to out-of-aperture plane wave components, and
(d) near dependence of data in multi-parameter estimation.
The out-of-aperture plane wave interference (c) is in effect the coherent noise
nulled in Chapters 2 and 3, and therefore the earlier work on optimal array
filtering helps to correct this sensitivity problem The phase shifting problem
has been reduced in [12] by the use of a real time/travel time formulation for
a wave propagating on an infinite half space. It is therefore expected that
the use of the coordinates real time/travel time will reduce the effects of (a)
in inversion on a finite spatial domain.
Note that this means that a final transformation from travel time back
to the spatial domain is now required after inversion. This is in fact the aim
of geophysical tomographical analysis. There exist a number of algorithms
(for example, see [60, 61]) which reconstruct a velocity profile (or refraction
index) given multiple samplings of the unknown region.
An undersampled data set is processed in a simulation in an attempt to
address (b). However, as this work is primarily concerned with the mod-
elling inherent to identification schemes, issues (b) and (d) are not directly
addressed although it is pointed out that the analytic solution described here,
even when implemented digitally, does preserve the structure of the original
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problem — a feature which is thought will assist stable identification [54]
especially given a parametric approach.
4.3 Propagation in an Elastic Medium
It is assumed that the section of smoothly varying media lies between two
end points characterised by rapid spatial changes in material properties —
sufficient for the layer interfaces at these end points to have been indenti-
fied by the earlier macro level processing. The unknown region within the
layer forms a one-dimensional elastic medium 0 ≤ z ≤ L and the particle
displacement ψ(z, t) of (1.1) may be written
ρ(z)ψtt − (µ(z)ψz)z = 0 ; 0 < z < L (4.3)
where ρ(z) is the density and µ(z) is the elastic modulus. The system is
assumed initially quiescent, i.e.
ψ(z, t) = 0 ; t < 0 . (4.4)
The excitations u0 and u1 applied at z = 0 and z = L respectively are related
to the boundary derivatives ψt and ψz by
u0(t) = a0ψt(0, t) + β0ψz(0, t) (4.5)
u1(t) = a1ψt(L, t) + β1ψz(L, t) . (4.6)
Measured output signals y0 and y1 are related to the boundary derivatives
ψt and ψz by
y0(t) = c0ψt(0, t) + d0ψz(0, t) ; a0d0 − β0c0 6= 0 (4.7)
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y1(t) = c1ψt(L, t) + d1ψz(L, t) ; a1d1 − β1c1 6= 0 (4.8)
where the inequalities in (4.7,4.8) ensure the independence of the input and
output signals at the spatial end points. Note that all inputs and outputs
are of interest at end points as the cascading of layer models may be required
to model completely an unknown region containing multiple layers. As men-
tioned earlier, the system of (4.4–4.8) is transformed from the spatial and
real time domain (z, t) onto the travel time and real time domain (ξ, t) via
ξ(z) =
∫ z
0
√√√√ρ(z)
µ(z)
dz (4.9)
and now the density, shear modulus, and length are given by
ρ¯(ξ) = ρ(z(ξ)) (4.10)
µ¯(ξ) = µ(z(ξ)) (4.11)
l = ξ(L) (4.12)
where it is assumed that (4.9) is invertible.
As is well known [12] when inverting on an infinite half space (with only
1 input and 1 output), it is not possible to recover both density and shear
modulus individually from measurements of input and output data35. Only
the acoustical impedance A(ξ) defined by
A(ξ) =
√
ρ¯(z)µ¯(z) (4.13)
35Multiple spatial sampling (and micro level inversion) covering an unknown region
from different directions may provide sufficient information with which to determine extra
physical variables.
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is possibly recoverable as a function of travel time ξ. By introducing the
reflectivity function (or reflectivity profile)
r(ξ) =
A′(ξ)
A(ξ)
, (4.14)
the problem (4.4–4.8) may be rewritten in terms of travel time ξ, real time
t, and reflectivity r(ξ) as
ψtt − ψξξ − r(ξ)ψξ = 0 ; 0 ≤ ξ ≤ l = ξ(L) (4.15)
with inputs (4.5,4.6) written
u0(t) = a0ψt(0, t) + b0ψξ(0, t) (4.16)
u1(t) = a1ψt(l, t) + b1ψξ(l, t) (4.17)
and outputs (4.7,4.8) written
y0(t) = c0ψt(0, t) + d0ψξ(0, t) (4.18)
y1(t) = c1ψt(l, t) + d1ψξ(l, t) (4.19)
where
b0 = β0
√√√√ ρ¯(0)
µ¯(0)
; b1 = β1
√√√√ ρ¯(l)
µ¯(l)
(4.20)
and the input/output independence inequalities become
a0d0 − b0c0 6= 0 ; a1d1 − b1c1 6= 0 . (4.21)
This system of equations may be recast into a state space form. Define
the state vector
v(ξ, t) =
(
ψt(ξ, t)
ψξ(ξ, t)
)
(4.22)
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and (4.15–4.19) become
∂v
∂t
=
[
0 1
1 0
]
∂v
∂ξ
+
[
0 r(ξ)
0 0
]
v ; 0 ≤ ξ ≤ l, t > 0 (4.23)
u0(t) = (a0, b0) v(0, t) (4.24)
u1(t) = (a1, b1) v(l, t) (4.25)
y0(t) = (c0, d0) v(0, t) (4.26)
y1(t) = (c1, d1) v(l, t) (4.27)
Consideration of the system
w(ξ, t) = 1
2
[
1 1
1 −1
]
v(ξ, t)
4
= Pv(ξ, t) (4.28)
where P−1 = 2P allows a result from [25] on a class of linear hyperbolic sys-
tems to give an analytic recursive solution. The analytic recursion describing
wave propagation in a lossy medium is stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1
A transformation to characteristic coordinates is made where
µ =
ξ + t
2
; σ =
−ξ + t
2
(4.29)
in which the +µ direction corresponds to downgoing (spatially travelling)
waves and the +σ direction corresponds to upgoing (spatially travelling)
waves. Define
r˜(µ) = 1
2
r(µ) ; 0 ≤ µ ≤ l (4.30)
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k0 =
a0 + b0
a0 − b0 (4.31)
k1 =
a1 − b1
a1 + b1
(4.32)
γ = k0k1 (4.33)
The state vector defined in (4.22) may be transformed by (4.29) to give
v˜(µ, σ) =
(
v˜1(µ, σ)
v˜2(µ, σ)
)
4
= v ((µ− σ), (µ+ σ)) (4.34)
where 0 ≤ σ ≤ µ ≤ σ+ l is equivalent to t > 0 and 0 ≤ ξ ≤ l. The boundary
conditions (4.24–4.27) may be written
u0(2σ) = (a0, b0) v˜(σ, σ) (4.35)
u1(2σ) = (a1, b1) v˜
(
σ +
l
2
, σ − l
2
)
(4.36)
y0(2σ) = (c0, d0) v˜(σ, σ) (4.37)
y1(2σ) = (c1, d1) v˜
(
σ +
l
2
, σ − l
2
)
(4.38)
The evolution of system (4.34) may be expressed as
v˜(µ, σ) = γv˜(µ− l, σ − l)+(
−k1u˜0(µ− l) + u˜1
(
µ− l
2
)) [ 1
1
]
+(
u˜0(σ)− k0u˜1
(
σ − l
2
)) [ 1
−1
]
+
(I1(µ, σ)− I2(µ, σ) + I3(µ, σ))
[
1
1
]
+
(I4(µ, σ)− I5(µ, σ) + I6(µ, σ))
[
1
−1
]
(4.39)
where {Ik(µ, σ); k = 1 . . . 6} represents integral terms
I1(µ, σ) = γ
∫ µ−l
σ−l
r˜(µ− l − s)v˜2(µ− l, s) ds (4.40)
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Figure 4.2: System State with Recursion Integrals.
I2(µ, σ) = k1
∫ µ
µ−l
r˜(η + l − µ)v˜2(η, µ− l) dη (4.41)
I3(µ, σ) =
∫ σ
µ−l
r˜(µ− s)v˜2(µ, s) ds (4.42)
I4(µ, σ) = γ
∫ σ
µ−l
r˜(η − σ + l)v˜2(η, σ − l) dη (4.43)
I5(µ, σ) = k0
∫ σ
σ−l
r˜(σ − s) v˜2(σ, s) ds (4.44)
I6(µ, σ) =
∫ µ
σ
r˜(η − σ)v˜2(η, σ) dη (4.45)
and where the input signals are
u˜0(σ) =
u0(2σ)
a0 − b0 ; σ ≥ 0 (4.46)
u˜1(σ) =
u1(2σ)
a1 + b1
; σ ≥ 0 (4.47)
Note that v˜(µ, σ)
4
= 0 outside the strip defined by 0 ≤ σ ≤ µ ≤ σ + l, that
is, the system state (and the system itself) exists within the finite space and
time limits of (4.23), as shown in Figure 4.2.
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Proof
Replacing v in (4.23) by P−1w, and then premultiplying by P (i.e. applying
a similarity transform to (4.23)) gives
∂w
∂t
=
[
1 0
0 −1
]
∂w
∂ξ
+
r(ξ)
2
[
1 −1
1 −1
]
w; 0 ≤ ξ ≤ l, t > 0 . (4.48)
This system may be transformed into equation (2.1), the control canonical
form [25], by choosing
f(ξ, t)
4
=
r(ξ)
2
[
1 −1
1 −1
]
(4.49)
as the driving function of the partial differential equation (4.48). It may be
noted that
f1(ξ, t) = f2(ξ, t) = r(ξ) v2(ξ, t)/2 , (4.50)
a symmetry property which will be shown leads to a halving of the size
of the required system state for input-output calculations. The solution to
(4.48,4.49) which explicitly includes the input is given in equation (2.8), [25]
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as
w(ξ, t)− γw(ξ, t− 2l)H(t− 2l) =

−γ
a0+b0
u0(t+ ξ − 2l)H(t+ ξ − 2l) + 1a1+b1u1(t+ ξ − l)H(t+ ξ − l)
1
a0−b0u0(t− ξ)H(t− ξ) + −γa1−b1u1(t− ξ − l)H(t− ξ − l)
+

γ
∫ t+ξ−2l
t−2l f1(t− τ + ξ − 2l, τ)H(τ) d τ
−
(
a0−b0
a0+b0
)
γ
∫ t+ξ−l
t+ξ−2l f2(2l − t+ τ − ξ, τ)H(τ) d τ
+
∫ t
t+ξ−l f1(t− τ + ξ, τ)H(τ) d τ
γ
∫ t−ξ−l
t−2l f2(ξ − t+ τ + 2l), τ)H(τ) d τ
−
(
a0+b0
a0−b0
) ∫ t−ξ
t−ξ−l f1(t− τ − ξ, τ)H(τ) d τ
+
∫ t
t−ξ f2(ξ − t+ τ, τ) d τ

+
∫ l
0 k(ξ, ε, t)w0(ε) d ε
(4.51)
where H(·) is the Heaviside distribution, and where an extension to provide
for the second input u1 is included. The final integral term of (4.51) corre-
sponds to initial conditions w0 which are zero in this case since the system is
initially quiescent, so this term is discarded. Multiplying (4.51) by P−1 and
converting to µ, σ coordinates gives the system recursion (4.39,4.40–4.45).
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The derivation of the (4.40–4.45) requires substituting (4.50) into the cor-
responding integrals in (4.51), and then transforming the integration variable
τ in such a way that the resultant input variables to v2(·, ·) are in quadrature
thus leading to v˜2(·, ·).
• • •
Remark
When Figure 4.2 is rotated by −135o and viewed with arrow A pointing
downwards, the familiar lattice diagram associated with the study of lossless
distributed systems such as transmission lines is seen.
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The integrals of (4.40–4.45) involve only the reflectivity function r˜(·) and
v˜2(·, ·). This suggests that any recursive solution for the outputs will involve
only the input signals and the state v˜2(·, ·). The output signals for this
input-state-output system are derived in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2
Define the scattered data coefficients
λ0 = k0(c0 − d0)− (c0 + d0) (4.52)
λ1 = k1(c1 + d1)− (c1 − d1) (4.53)
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then the output equations (4.37,4.38) may be written
y˜0(σ) = γy˜0(σ − l)
+(c0 + d0)
(
−k1u˜0(σ − l) + u˜1(σ − l2)
)
+(c0 − d0)
(
u˜0(σ)− k0u˜1(σ − l2)
)
+λ0 (I2(σ, σ)− I3(σ, σ))
(4.54)
and
y˜1(σ) = γy˜1(σ − l)
+(c1 + d1)
(
−k1u˜0(σ − l2) + u˜1(σ)
)
+(c1 − d1)
(
u˜0(σ − l2)− k0u˜1(σ − l)
)
+λ1
(
I5(σ +
l
2
, σ − l
2
)− I6(σ + l2 , σ − l2)
) (4.55)
where
y˜0(σ) = y0(2σ) ; σ ≥ 0 (4.56)
y˜1(σ) = y1(2σ) ; σ ≥ 0 . (4.57)
Proof
System recursion 4.39 is substituted into the output equations (4.56,4.57) and
(4.37,4.38) with µ set equal to σ, σ+ l respectively. In each case, two integral
terms are immediately zero and the other four overlay in pairs resulting in
output recursions (4.54,4.55).
• • •
The output recursions (4.54,4.55) require only state information v˜2 for
evaluation of integral terms {I2, I3, I5, I6}. By calculating integrals (4.40–
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4.45) (see Figure 4.2), the v˜2 component of (4.39) only may be evolved for-
ward in time allowing wave propagation to be calculated in the characteristic
coordinate plane without the need to calculate state component v1.
Discretisation of the v˜2 component of (4.39) gives a recursion with which
to describe the propagation of the (continuous) wave via a digitally com-
puted simulation. The distributed reflectivity function r˜(·) is the physically
observed set of input parameters P for the discrete model developed in the
next section.
4.4 Discrete Realisation
The system state v˜ is defined on the strip 0 ≤ σ ≤ µ ≤ σ + l. Inspection of
(4.39,4.40–4.45) shows that the update of v˜(µ, σ) involves only information in
the rectangular region µ−l . . . µ, σ−l . . . σ as shown in Figure 4.2. The choice
of hardware platform used to implement the computer model can influence
design issues such as storage. Given current memory systems which are
highly attuned to the storage of rectangular two-dimensional data structures,
minimum storage is required if the state information is stored in a two-
dimensional array with access indices corresponding to the travel time ξ and
real time t. However, the integration terms (4.40–4.45) are evaluated on
paths of either constant µ = (ξ+ t)/2 or constant σ = (−ξ+ t)/2. A discrete
algorithm must therefore choose between ease of access and minimisation of
storage.
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Assuming a conventional signal processor element36 containing a single
serial arithmetic unit, the reduction of memory use is considered paramount
and state information is chosen as a rectangular array in the ξ, t domain.
Define [
ξ
t
]
4
=
∆√
2
[
n
m
]
(4.58)
where the sampling interval
∆ =
l
N
(4.59)
provides for N intervals across the finite space 0 . . . l/
√
2 and 2N intervals
across the finite time 0 . . . l
√
2. The state information is therefore stored in
a normalised (N + 1) × (2N + 1) array with a corresponding (ξ, t) grid as
shown in Figure 4.3. For the evaluation of the integral terms, a second grid
representing (µ, σ) is formed by[
µ
σ
]
4
=
∆
2
[
p
q
]
(4.60)
where coincident points in the discrete (ξ, t) and discrete (µ, σ) grid systems
are related by
p+ q = m ; p− q = n . (4.61)
The sampled state v¯2 may now be defined via
discrete (ξ, t) discrete (µ, σ)
v¯2(n,m)
4
= v2(
∆√
2
n, ∆√
2
m) ⇔ v2(∆(p− q),∆(p+ q)) = v˜2(∆p,∆q)
(4.62)
36A computing surface also appears to be a possible implementation route.
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Figure 4.3: Discrete (ξ, t) and (µ, σ) meshes.
and the reflectivity profile is defined
r¯(k)
4
= r˜(k∆) . (4.63)
Note that the last equality in (4.62) is a restatement of (4.34).
The state recursion is to update the N + 1 state values of v¯2(·,m) (at
time m) given the N + 1 state values v¯2(·,m− 2N), the applied inputs u˜0, u˜1
at 2 previous time instants each, and the discrete evaluation of 6 integral
terms. To facilitate the use of a trapezoidal approximation to integration,
the following function proves useful in handling the inner product terms at
end points. Define
T (i, j, k)
4
=

0; i = j = k
1
2
; i = j 6= k or i = k 6= j
1; i 6= j 6= k 6= i
. (4.64)
The discrete approximations to the 6 integral terms are formed before the
discrete equivalents to (4.39,4.40–4.45) are given.
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The choice of a simple approximation to the integration operator such as
the trapezoidal method is worthy of question. There exist many other alter-
natives which are more complex and which presumably offer higher accuracy.
In the case of this work, it should be noted that the impedance function A(z)
encountered by the seismic signals will be smooth37 — any step changes in
this physical parameter will have been used to identify the end points of the
region in which propagation is being modelled by this analysis. It is therefore
reasonable to assume that the reflectivity function defined in (4.14) will be
bounded and also smooth. If input signals are also adequately sampled, then
the evolution of the system state should be well behaved thus allowing use
of a simple integration scheme.
The integrals {I1, I3, I5} are evaluated along trajectories of constant µ so
let the integration variable s be represented by ∆j. Similarly for integrals
{I2, I4, I6} with constant σ, let the integration variable η be represented by
∆i. The approximations Iˆ1, Iˆ4 are derived for integral terms I1, I4 before all
approximations Iˆ1 . . . Iˆ6 are stated. From (4.40)
I1 = γ
∫ µ−l
σ−l
r˜(µ− l − s)v˜2(µ− l, s) ds
≈ γ∆
p−N∑
j=q−N
r˜ (∆(p−N − j)) v˜2 (∆(p−N),∆j)T (j, q −N, p−N)
= γ∆
p−N∑
j=q−N
r¯(p−N − j)v¯2(p−N − j, p−N + j)T (j, q −N, p−N)
37A prerequisite for the analysis in Section 2 of [25] is that {ψ, u, r} are sufficiently
smooth.
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Substituting k = p−N − j gives
Iˆ1(n,m) = γ∆
n∑
k=0
r¯(k)v¯2(k,m+ n− 2N − k)T (k, 0, n) .
From (4.43)
I4 = γ
∫ σ
µ−l
r˜(η − σ + l)v˜2(η, σ − l) dη
≈ γ∆
q∑
i=p−N
r˜ (∆(i− q +N)) v˜2 (∆i,∆(q −N))T (i, p−N, q)
= γ∆
q∑
i=p−N
r¯(i− q +N)v¯2(i− q +N, i+ q −N)T (i, p−N, q)
Substituting k = i− q +N gives
Iˆ4(n,m) = γ∆
N∑
k=n
r¯(k)v¯2(k, k +m− n− 2N)T (k, n,N) .
This analysis when applied to all integration terms (4.40–4.45) gives the
following equations.
Iˆ1(n,m) = γ∆
n∑
k=0
r¯(k)v¯2(k,m+ n− 2N − k)T (k, 0, n) (4.65)
Iˆ2(n,m) = k1∆
N∑
k=0
r¯(k)v¯2(k, k − 2N +M +N)T (k, 0, N) (4.66)
Iˆ3(n,m) = ∆
N∑
k=n
r¯(k)v¯2(k,m+ n− k)T (k, n,N) (4.67)
Iˆ4(n,m) = γ∆
N∑
k=n
r¯(k)v¯2(k, k +m− n− 2N)T (k, n,N) (4.68)
Iˆ5(n,m) = k0∆
N∑
k=0
r¯(k)v¯2(k,m− n− k)T (k, 0, N) (4.69)
Iˆ6(n,m) = ∆
n∑
k=0
r¯(k)v¯2(k, k + 2m− 2n)T (k, 0, n) (4.70)
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Taking advantage of the decoupled nature of v˜1 and v˜2 mentioned earlier,
the recursion for v¯2 is stated in the following Theorem.
Theorem 4.3
Define sampled input signals via
discrete (ξ, t) discrete (µ, σ)
u¯0(m−n)
a0−b0
4
=
u0(
∆√
2
(m−n))
a0−b0 ⇔ u˜0(∆q) =
u0(2∆q)
a0−b0
u¯1(m−n)
a1+b1
4
=
u1(
∆√
2
(m−n))
a1+b1
⇔ u˜1(∆q) = u1(2∆q)a1+b1
(4.71)
Then the evolution of the discrete system v¯2 may be expressed as
v¯2(n,m) = γv¯2(n,m− 2N)
+
( −k1
a0−b0 u¯0(m+ n− 2N) + 1a1+b1 u¯1(m+ n−N)
)
−
(
1
a0−b0 u¯0(m− n) + −k0a1+b1 u¯1(m+ n−N)
)
+
(
Iˆ1(n,m)− Iˆ2(n,m) + Iˆ3(n,m)
)
−
(
Iˆ4(n,m)− Iˆ5(n,m) + Iˆ6(n,m)
)
(4.72)
where Iˆk(n,m); k = 1 . . . 6 are defined in (4.65–4.70).
Proof
The v˜2 component in system recursion (4.39) is discretised using input signals
(4.71), coordinates from (4.60,4.61), and integral terms (4.65–4.70).
• • •
Note that the discretised signals (4.71) used in (4.72) are the actual sam-
pled inputs. The recursions to obtain sampled output signals are given in
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the following Theorem.
Theorem 4.4
Define sampled output signals via
discrete (ξ, t) discrete (µ, σ)
y¯0(m) = y¯0(
∆√
2
m) ⇔ y˜0(∆q) = y0(2∆q)
y¯1(m) = y¯1(
∆√
2
m) ⇔ y˜1(∆q) = y1(2∆q)
(4.73)
The discrete form of the output recursions (4.54,4.55) may be written
y¯0(m) = γy¯0(m− 2N)+
c0−d0
a0−b0 u¯0(m)− k1 c0+d0a0−b0 u¯0(m− 2N)+(
c0+d0
a1+b1
− k0 c0−d0a1+b1
)
u¯1(m−N)+
λ0
(
Iˆ2(0,m)− Iˆ3(0,m)
) (4.74)
and
y¯1(m) = γy¯1(m− 2N)+
c1+d1
a1+b1
u¯1(m)− k0 c1−d1a1+b1 u¯1(m− 2N)+(
c1−d1
a0−b0 − k1 c1+d1a0−b0
)
u¯0(m−N)+
λ1
(
Iˆ5(N,m)− Iˆ6(N,m)
) (4.75)
Proof
The output recursions (4.54,4.55) are discretised using input and output
signals (4.71,4.71), and the discrete system recursion (4.72).
• • •
The discrete travel time / discrete real time recursions (4.72,4.74,4.75)
are implemented on a digital computer to provide the following simulations.
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Figure 4.4: Response y0 given r(·) containing narrow spikes.
4.5 Modelling Examples
Three sets of reflection seismic simulations for time 0 ≤ m < 2N are pre-
sented using different reflectivity functions. The excitation applied as u0 is
a 2 sample wide impulsive function with u1 = 0 (i.e. reflection seismology).
The significance of choosing time less than a return transit time (2N) is that
the forward travelling input signal u0 will be the first excitation to each el-
ement of the sampled reflectivity profile r¯(·) and the effect of the ‘remote’
boundary may therefore be neglected. This will allow some qualitative dis-
cussion of the performance possible with propagation models based on the
ideas that view the reflection seismology signal (given an infinite half space)
as the convolution of the input wavelet with the reflectivity function.
Figure (4.4) shows the system response to an impulsive input where the
reflectivity function r(·) contains ‘near impulsive’ peaks, as would be en-
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Figure 4.5: Response y0 and reflectivity r(·).
countered in an earth model that admitted only very rapid material prop-
erty changes at layer interfaces between homogeneous layers. The response
y0 does indeed contain a clear primary image of the reflectivity profile, al-
though some minor secondary peaks are visible. The secondary peaks are the
result of reflected signals also ‘exciting’ non-zero components of the reflec-
tivity profile giving rise to further scattered data. However, as r¯(·) becomes
more dispersive in Figure (4.5), the so called ‘false peaks’ achieve greater
significance in the system response.
In Figure (4.6), the system response given a broad set of reflectivity peaks
is shown (but still the result of the impulsive input). The output waveform
is complex enough effectively to prevent simple approaches successfully iden-
tifying the reflectivity profile and modelling of multiples, as used in ‘layer
stripping’ methods, is now essential. In the continuous domains of travel
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Figure 4.6: Response y0 given r(·) containing broad spikes.
time and real time, one can gain an understanding of the smearing of en-
ergy by imagining each element of energy38 at any point in space/time being
broken into two components given non-zero reflectivity — one travelling for-
wards and one travelling backwards, before each of these components is itself
broken down if non-zero reflectivity is encountered. Note that this physi-
cal aspect of energy propagation is manifest in the structure of both of the
state recursions: (4.39) for the continuous case updating the complete sys-
tem state v˜; and (4.72) for the discrete case updating v¯2. It is this feature
of the system recursions, i.e. the existence of a physical interpretation, that,
as pointed out in [54], is expected to enhance the model’s performance when
used in identification schemes. Observe that all integration errors present in
the evaluation of Iˆ1 . . . Iˆ6, be they produced by a trapezoidal method or some
38Observe that, for ψ(ξ, t) representing particle displacement, v1 = ψt is particle velocity
for which a kinetic energy interpretation readily exists. Also, in an elastic medium (not
totally lossy), deflection v2 = ψz has a potential energy interpretation.
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algorithm of higher numerical complexity, are ‘filtered’ by the system recur-
sions (4.72,4.74,4.75) which form part of the structure of the total algorithm.
4.6 Response dependence on parameters
An important issue with respect to the identification problem is how the
measured data depends on the reflectivity profile parameters being identified.
If the derivative of the observed measurements with respect to the parameters
being identified is known, then the identification algorithm may be able to
obtain good estimates in only one iteration. If this dependence is less well
understood or less well behaved but still linear, then many iterations may be
required. The dependence of the response of this analytical model on input
parameters can be classified according to the modelling interval of interest.
For reflection seismology, this model can form part of an identification
scheme in two ways:
(a) During the ‘transient’ period 0 ≤ m < 2N , the model can be used
to provide an initial estimate of the reflectivity profile as the applied
excitation travels across the N intervals of the reflectivity profile, and
(b) During further timem ≥ 2N , the model continues to provide a modelling
forward path as inputs and current reflectivity estimates provide output
signals.
In (b), the effects of both boundaries are involved in forming system state and
output signals, and it is envisaged that this period of system modelling can
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be used in a recursive prediction error algorithm. Because this finite space
model continues to provide information relating input and output signals
with the (estimated) reflectivity profile, it is envisaged that this additional
analysis time period will make possible optimisation aimed at minimising
the effects of additive measurement noise. However, such analysis will be
limited due to the attenuation effects which are proportional to travel time,
and hence eventually lead to received data with poor signal to noise ratio
and a limit to the ability to “see” into the earth mentioned earlier.
For the transient period (a), it is possible to derive the derivative of
the model’s impulse response with respect to the reflectivity profile because
the dependence of measured signals at time 2m can be related to the first
excitation of the (unknown) sampled reflectivity profile element r¯(m).
Along trajectory µ = 0 in the µ, σ plane (corresponding to n = m in
discrete space/discrete time), the system state v¯(n,m) of the model may
be expressed in terms of Iˆ6(n,m) only since the other 5 integral terms are
being evaluated along trajectories in the initially quiesent state space. The
trapezoidal integration term Iˆ6(m,m) in discrete travel time/discrete real
time is
Iˆ6(m,m) = ∆
m∑
k=0
r¯(k)v¯(k, k)T (k, 0,m) (4.76)
Since the system is initially quiesent and v¯(i, i) = 0 for time m < i, the first
update of v¯(m,m) during the transient period 0 ≤ m < 2N occurs at time
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m i.e.
v¯(m,m) =
−1
a0 + b0
u0(0) + ∆
m−1∑
k=0
r(k)v¯(k, k)T (k, 0,m) (4.77)
If one considers v¯(n,m) where n < m, then other integral term approxima-
tions Iˆ3, Iˆ5 may also contribute to state updates v¯(n,m);n < m. However,
because these integral terms operate in a positive direction along constant
µ and constant σ trajectories39, v¯(n,m);n ≤ m is independent of r¯(m).
This idea may be restated with respect to a particular state space location
(n0,m0). Any perturbation (or uncertainty) in state information at point
(n0,m0) can only affect state space updates in the region n ≥ n0,m ≥ m0
as it is only in this region that signals dependent on the changed state can
propagate in the form of spatially travelling forwards and backwards waves.
For identification within the transient period, the mth0 element of the
reflectivity profile r¯(·) is first excited at time m0 and the first recordings y0
which depend on r¯(m0) do not arrive for measurement until the later time
2m0 — the leading edge of a wave takes the same time to reach position m0
as it does to return, other waves which undergo multiple reflections take a
longer time because of their indirect route.
The important point to note is that, if identification of r¯(m0) is being
performed, uncertainty in r¯(m0) does not affect any of the model state infor-
mation in the region n + m < 2m0. It only affects model state information
39That is, the hyperbolic differential system is evolving forward in time. Note that
some summations in (4.65–4.70) have positive counters only for convenience but that all
integrals (4.40–4.45) are expressed in terms of positive trajectories.
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(and therefore also outputs) in the region n+m ≥ 2m0. This allows analysis
of Iˆ3(n,m) to provide an exact expression for the derivative of y¯0(2m0) with
respect to r¯(m0).
During the subsequent time m;m0 < m < 2N , integral term Iˆ3(n,m)
propagates data dependent on r¯(m0) along a constant µ trajectory. Other
integral terms I5, I6 also contribute to state information updates along this
trajectory but their component is independent of the initial state v¯(m0,m0)
and r¯(m0), the initial estimate of reflectivity profile at position m0. Thus, the
only part of the output y¯0(2m0) dependent on r¯(m0) is given by the integral
approximation Iˆ3(n,m) which may be written
Iˆ3(2m0 −m,m) = (part independent of r¯(m0)) +
∆
m0∑
k=2m0−m
r¯(k)v¯2(k, 2m0 − k)T (k, 2m0 −m,N)
= (part independent of r¯(m0)) + (4.78)
∆
(
v¯2(m0,m0) +
m−m0−1∑
i=1
r¯(m0 − i)v¯2(m0 − i,m0 + i)
)
and its derivative with respect to r¯(m0) at time m is
dI˜3(2m0 −m,m)
dr¯(m0)
= ∆
(
v¯(m0,m0) +
m−m0−1∑
i=1
r¯(m0 − i)dv¯2(m0 − i,m0 + i)
dr¯(m0)
)
(4.79)
where the initial value v¯2(·,m) = 0 before being updated during this transient
period. Note that, as r¯(m0) does not appear in any of the summation terms
of (4.79), the output y¯0(2m0) is linear in r¯(m0). The derivative of output
y0(2m0) with respect to r(m0) given in (4.79) requires the evaluation of the
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recursive quantity summed on the right hand side, using linear storage of size
N+1, from time m0 +1 to 2m0 (recursive because it has already been argued
that the derivative of v¯2(2m0) with respect to r¯(m0) along this trajectory is
only dependent on Iˆ3).
Note however, that after the mth0 element of r¯(·) is calculated at time
2m0 using the output and derivative of the output with respect to r¯(m0), the
propagation model must be restarted at time m0 with the new value r¯(m0)
otherwise incorrect state information present in the region n + m ≥ m0
will corrupt further identification. This implies an increased state space of
dimensions (N + 1)× (3N + 1).
The operation of a recursive prediction error identification algorithm us-
ing the same reflectivity functions modelled earlier is displayed in Figures
(4.7–4.9) where the effects of measurement noise are also included. For each
reflectivity profile, the output signal was processed noise free, and then with
random noise of variances40 0.0004 and 0.04.
The impedance profiles corresponding to the systems with ‘impulsive’
and ‘broad’ reflectivity functions are shown in Figures (4.10,4.11) where the
integration to obtain impedance from reflectivity has smoothed the effects of
measurement noise. It is important to note that the effects of modest noise
have not caused the identification algorithm to ‘explode’.
In order to see some of the effects of spatial (and temporal) undersam-
40Variance normalised with respect to the noise-free variance of the measured return
signal.
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Figure 4.7: Model r(k/2) and recovered ‘impulsive’ r¯(k/2) given measure-
ment noise variances {0.0, 0.0004, 0.04}.
Figure 4.8: Model r(k/2) and recovered r¯(k/2) given measurement noise
variances {0.0, 0.0004, 0.04}.
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Figure 4.9: Model r(k/2) and recovered ‘broad’ r¯(k/2) given measurement
noise variances {0.0, 0.0004, 0.04}.
Figure 4.10: Model A(k/2) and recovered ‘impulsive’ A¯(k/2) given measure-
ment noise variances {0.0, 0.0004, 0.04}.
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Figure 4.11: Model A(k/2) and recovered ‘broad’ A¯(k/2) given measurement
noise variances {0.0, 0.0004, 0.04}.
pling, a further noise-free identification is shown in Figure (4.12) given a
‘broad’ reflectivity function. Output measurement data produced with the
reflectivity function shown in trace A is undersampled by a factor of 4 to give
the identified reflectivity function shown in trace B. The recovered reflectivity
profile is a (scaled) image of the undersampled input profile.
4.7 Discrete ARMA Model
An ARMA formulation for the discrete system recursions41 (4.72,4.74,4.75)
is now developed to show the connection between this work and one alter-
native approach which views the impulse response of the system as a simple
convolution between the reflectivity profile and the input signal. The inte-
gral terms Iˆk, k = 1 . . . 6 possess much structure, a reflection of their zig-zag
41Recursions are specific to the trapezoidal approximation used in this work for integral
approximation.
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Figure 4.12: Model r(2k), recovered r¯(2k) (undersampled, no noise).
evaluation trajectory in the ξ, t domain, and subsequentally the higher di-
mensional (sparse) matrix formulation feature a high degree of structure.
While the ARMA formulation is not storage efficient and therefore not a
likely candidate for implememtation, the sparse structure of the matrix com-
ponents does lead to some interesting insights. The necessary definitions are
given before stating the ARMA formulation in Theorems 4.4–4.7. As the sys-
tem evolution equations become quite long in the remainder of this Chapter,
proof outlines only are provided.
To form the state update component due to Iˆk; k = 1 . . . 6, define 2N + 1
matrices Fj of dimension (N + 1)× (N + 1) where
F0 =

1+k0
2
r¯(0) 0 · · ·
0 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0
· · · 0 −1+k1
2
r¯(N)
 (4.80)
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F1 =
(4.81)
0 k0+1
1
r¯(1) 0 · · ·
k0−1
2
r¯(0) 0 r¯(2) 0
0 −r¯(1) 0 . . . ...
...
. . . r¯(N − 1) 0
0 −r¯(N − 2) 0 1−k1
2
r¯(N)
· · · 0 −k1+1
1
r¯(N − 1) 0

FN−1 =
(4.82)
· · · 0 k0+1
1
r¯(N − 1) 0
0 k0r¯(N − 2) 0 1−k12 r¯(N)
...
. . . −k1r¯(N − 1) 0
0 k0r¯(1) 0
. . .
...
k0−1
2
r¯(0) 0 −k1r¯(2) 0
0 −k1+1
1
r¯(1) 0 · · ·

FN =
(4.83)
· · · 0 k0−k1+1−γ
2
r¯(N)
(k0 − k1)r¯(N − 1) 0
...
. . .
...
0 (k0 − k1)r¯(1)
k0−k1+γ−1
2
r¯(0) 0 · · ·

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FN+1 =
(4.84)
· · · 0 −γ+k1
1
r¯(N − 1) 0
0 −k1r¯(N − 2) 0 k0−γ2 r¯(N)
...
. . . k0r¯(N − 1) 0
0 −k1r¯(1)0 . . . ...
γ−k1
2
r¯(0) 0 k0r¯(2) 0
0 γ+k0
1
r¯(1) 0 · · ·

F2N−1 =
(4.85)
0 −γ+k1
1
r¯(1) 0 · · ·
γ−k1
2
r¯(0) 0 −γr¯(2) 0
0 γr(1) 0
. . .
...
...
. . . −γr¯(N − 1) 0
0 γr¯(N − 2) 0 k0−γ
2
r¯(N)
· · · 0 k0+γ
1
r¯(N − 1) 0

F2N =

−γ+k1
2
r¯(0) 0 · · ·
0 0
...
...
. . .
...
...
0 0
· · · 0 k0+γ
2
r¯(N)
 (4.86)
For input signals, define (N + 1) vectors {g0j, g1j; j = 0 . . . 2N} via
g0j =

−ej; 0 < j < N
−ej(1 + k1); j = N or j = 0
−e2N−jk1; j > N
(4.87)
and
g1j =

eN−j; 0 < j < N
ej(1 + k0); j = N or j = 0
ej−Nk0; j > N
(4.88)
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Theorem 4.5
Define the (N + 1) state vector
x(m)
4
= v2(·,m) (4.89)
where 2N+1 state vectors x(j), j = m−2N . . .m contain the discrete system
state information {v2(i, j); i = 0 . . . N}, j = m − 2N . . .m. The discrete
system recursion may be written
x(m) = γx(m− 2N) + ∆∑2Nj=1 Fjx(m− j)+∑2N
j=0 g0j
u¯0(m−j)
a0−b0 +
∑2N
j=0 g1j
u¯1(m−j)
a1+b1
(4.90)
where the sampled input signals are defined in (4.71) and {Fj, g0j, g1j} are
defined in (4.80–4.88).
Proof
Each
∑
k v¯2(k, ·)r¯(k) component of the integral approximations Iˆa, a = 1 . . . 6
may be expressed as the product of an (N + 1) × (N + 1) matrix with a
reflectivity profile vector. These matrix products may then be formed into
the 2N + 1 matrices Fj. Similar consideration of the inputs then leads to
(4.90).
• • •
The following Theorem provides the ARMA output equation recursions.
Theorem 4.6
In order to express the integral components of (4.74,4.75) in ARMA model
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form, define the (2N + 1) vectors
h0j =

λ0
2
r¯(0)e0; j = 0
λ0r¯(j)ej; 0 < j < N
λ0
2
(1 + k1)r¯(N)eN ; j = N
k1λ0r¯(2N − j)e2N−j; N < j < 2N
λ0
2
k1r¯(0)e0 j = 2N
(4.91)
and
h1j =

λ1
2
r¯(N)eN ; j = 0
λ1r¯(N − j)eN−j; 0 < j < N
λ1
2
(1 + k0)r¯(0)e0; j = N
k0λ1r¯(j −N)ej−N ; N < j < 2N
λ1
2
k0r¯(N)eN j = 2N
(4.92)
The output recursions (4.74–4.75) may be written
y¯0(m) = γy¯0(m− 2N)+
c0−d0
a0−b0 u¯0(m)− k1 c0+d0a0−b0 u¯0(m− 2N)+(
(c0+d0)−k0(c0−d0)
a1+b1
)
u¯1(m−N)+
∆
∑2N
j=0(h0j)
′x(m− j)
(4.93)
and
y¯1(m) = γy¯1(m− 2N)+
c1+d1
a1+b1
u¯1(m)− k0 c1−d1a1+b1 u¯1(m− 2N)+(
(c1−d1)−k1(c1+d1)
a0−b0
)
u¯0(m−N)+
∆
∑2N
j=0(h1j)
′x(m− j)
(4.94)
Proof
The summation terms present in (4.93,4.93) may be expanded into discrete
integral terms Iˆ2(0,m), Iˆ3(0,m) and Iˆ5(N,m), Iˆ6(N,m) respectively, yielding
(4.74,4.75).
• • •
Observe from (4.90,4.93) that, during the transient period 0 ≤ m < 2N ,
the reflection seismology case (where u1 = 0) possesses state update and
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output equations
x(m) = ∆
m−1∑
j=1
Fjx(m− j) + ∆
m∑
j=0
g0j
u¯0(m− j)
a0 − b0 (4.95)
y¯0(m) =
c0 − d0
a0 − b0 u¯0(m)− k1
c0 + d0
a0 − b0 u¯0(m− 2N) + (4.96)
∆
m∑
j=0
(h0j)
′x(m− j) (4.97)
where the summation terms Fjx(m − j) in (4.95) do not include the case
j = m as it is this state vector which is being updated. The system impulse
response may now be found by setting the input
u0(m) =
{
1; m = 0
0; m > 0
and the state and output recursions become
x(m) = ∆
m−1∑
j=1
Fjx(m− j) + g0m 1
a0 − b0 (4.98)
y¯0(m) = ∆
m∑
j=0
(h0j)
′x(m− j) (4.99)
which lead to the following Theorem.
Theorem 4.7
Denote the reflection seismology impulse response y0(m) as hI(m) and the
input terms g0m as gm. For the transient time interval 0 ≤ m < 2N , the
state recursion (4.98) may be expressed recursively as
x(m) =
gm
a0 − b0 +
m∑
j=1
(
∆
2
)j
dj,m (4.100)
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where
dk,m =

0; k > m
(F1)
k g0
a0−b0 ; k = m∑m−1
j=1 Fjdk−1,m−j; 1 < k < m∑m
j=1 Fj
gm−j
a0−b0 ; 1 = k < m
(4.101)
This yields
hI(2m) = λ0∆
r¯(m) +
2m−2∑
j=1
∆j
2m−j−1∑
k=1
(h0k)
′dj,2m−k
 (4.102)
hI(2m+ 1) = 0 (4.103)
where, for simplicity, a constant impedance is assumed at the boundaries42
i.e. 0 = r¯(0) = r¯(N).
Proof
It is possible to construct an inductive proof for the recursive formulation of
the discrete system impulse response. However, the equations are so large and
susceptible to human error that a string processor (optimised for expansion of
the products of sparse matrices) has also been programmed43 to demonstrate
the equivalence of both formulations.
• • •
42From an identification viewpoint, if this assumption is not made, then there exist more
parameters to identify than pieces of information at the boundaries.
43The programming for the string processor is also subject to human error, however
errors at this stage grow rapidly and are easily detected.
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Corollary 4.1
(a) To a first order approximation in ∆ for (4.102) for time 0 < m < N ,
hI(2m) = λ0∆ {r¯(m)} (4.104)
(b) To a second order approximation in ∆ for (4.102) for time 0 < m < N ,
hI(2m) = λ0∆ {r¯(m) + ∆fm(r¯(1), . . . , r¯(m− 1))} (4.105)
where
fm(r¯(1), . . . , r¯(m− 1)) =
m−1∑
j=1
k0r¯(j)r¯(m− j)
• • •
The first order approximation in (4.104) is proportional to the reflectivity
function. The resulting impulse response is then in fact identical with that
obtained by simple forms of the multi-layered equal travel time model de-
fined on a half space. Notice that the second order approximation in (4.105)
is linear in r¯(m), as is the complete solution analysed earlier in Section 4.6.
The maximum power of the ∆ terms may be interpreted as a measure of
the ‘memory’ of the model. That is, if the summation in (4.102) is evalu-
ated completely, then the full accuracy result is obtained. In the transient
solution given above, the maximum ∆ power indicates how many multiple
reflections are considered. When this summation (or, equivalently, the state
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update recursion (4.100)) is truncated, less complete modelling of the multi-
ple reflections results.
The presence of a layered media may also be interpreted in terms of
a given received data sampling rate and a rapid spatial rate of change of
physical parameters in the region of the layer interface. That is, an interface
between two layers gives rise to a discontinuous impedance profile because
the temporal sampling rate, given some local signal velocity in the region of
the layer interface, is not high enough to capture full information describing
the changing physical parameters in this region. As the impedance at the
layer interface is undersampled and hence not accurately known, it may be
argued that assuming the reflectivity function profile is zero at this point is
reasonable.
4.8 Conclusion
The analytical solution of the lossy wave equation has been discretised to
form a model of wave propagation in a finite spatial domain. In the develop-
ment of this discrete input-state-output system of equations, the assumptions
which have led to the particular lossy earth model used here are quite sepa-
rate to any approximations made to form the discrete algorithm. By using
an analytic recursive solution, the discrete system retains the structure of
the original physical system. Further, any errors present in the integration
operations are also ‘filtered’ by recursive elements of the total system model.
As pointed out by [54], this property is thought to assist stable identification
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given a parametric approach. The use of a real time/travel time formulation
should also improve stability [12] of any identification processing using this
model.
Some synthetic tests of a recursive prediction error identification algo-
rithm have been presented, including the effects of additive sensor noise
and undersampling. Note that this identification algorithm makes use of
an analytical derivative of the transient output response with respect to the
reflectivity element being considered.
By reformulating the discrete equation system in terms of the power of
the sampling interval, it is possible to relate simple multi-layer schemes with
this discrete model. The maximum power of the ∆ terms may be interpreted
as the maximum time period over which each individual smeared signal com-
ponent is modelled. If all powers of ∆ are included, then the full system state
is being used. Note that this maximum power of ∆ may also be interpreted
in relation to the number of multiple reflections in the plane wave modelling
of [62, 63].
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5 Conclusion
The two areas of study in this thesis, Optimal Array Filtering and Discrete
Modelling of Lossy Wave Propagation, form part of a very large mosaic of
tools applied to the study of the earth through seismic signal processing,
analysis, and interpretation. Both areas of study are directly linked in the
seismic applications area by tomographic analysis which provides a means
of determining an initial estimate of the mapping between travel time and
subsurface depth, a necessary part of the problem formulation in Chapter 4.
In this thesis, the scope and resolution of various seismic analysis techniques
have been used to classify such study into the categories of macro level and
micro level.
At the macro level, the array filtering studies allow attenuation of noise
signals such as coherent interference (which can in fact be a delayed and
scaled copy of the desired signal) and random sensor noise. Optimal Array
Filtering provides for the accurate steering of a sensor array response and
allows more reliable consideration of a particular path in the unknown region
by admitting to further analysis only the desired signal which has probed
the specified region. Once a model of the unknown region’s structure is
established with an initial velocity profile, seismic inversion may be performed
on the received probing signals to seek micro level information. The Discrete
Modelling of Lossy Wave Propagation in the second part of this thesis may
be used as part of a parametric identification scheme.
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This thesis has attempted to use known physical laws as the basis of
its solution schemes. Also, in the case of array filter design, it has been
assumed that critically important signal parameters are known accurately.
One can explain the wide acceptance of this assumption in industry and the
literature from an epistemological viewpoint: firstly, this assumption may
appear trivial when compared to some of the assumptions necessary to ob-
tain an idealised earth model leading to problems that are actually tractable
with current methods; secondly, previous geophysical analysis methods have
assumed that preprocessing techniques such as wavelet deconvolution have
provided accurate estimates of signal parameters such as magnitudes and
delays. While these ideas are plausible especially in the context of off-line
processing, this work has demonstrated (see example 3.2) that successful
array filtering may need to take advantage of more than the necessary min-
imum number of data traces to obtain good performance. If one were to
approach this problem without knowledge of signal parameters, the time of
arrival estimation or signal subspace methods so common in real-time signal
processing applications might deserve significant consideration.
Because it is physically demonstrable that the earth subsurface does pos-
sess a layered structure, this work has used a finite length spatial domain of
interest — a feature that naturally fits into the afore-mentioned division of
imaging into macro and micro levels. Alternative modelling methods based
on an infinite half space assumption may encounter some difficulties when
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merging of results with macro level processing is performed.
An important element of the modelling studies presented here is the use
of an exact solution to the lossy wave equation. Approximations are only
present in the modelling path when developing an algorithm for a digital
computer. The algorithm presented in this work retains a structure which
mirrors closely the analytical solution so that, even if low complexity aprox-
imations to the integration operator are used, any numerical errors are still
filtered by output and system state recursions. A cost associated with this
feature is a large state. However, it is believed that this is offset by computa-
tional savings when compared to the necessarily higher spatial sampling rate
required by less sophisticated models based on constant media property as-
sumptions. Note that other exact solution routes, such as through the use of
Schro¨dinger’s Wave equation, possess no (currently) known general solution.
The availability of an analytic solution to lossy wave propagation has also
allowed the exact formulation of the derivative of the propagation model re-
sponse with respect to the earth parameter (reflectivity) being identified.
Such information can greatly speed up identification computation for tran-
sient period analysis as it is possible to implement one-step ahead algorithms.
Since the model admits simulation of the earth response at times after the
transient period, it is also possible to use the basic propagation model pre-
sented in this work as part of a stochastic identification scheme attempting
to reduce the effects of measurement noise.
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The Optimal Array Filters in this work possess important implementation
properties:
• a minimum trace count can be attributed to the nulling of one or more
coherent interferences and random noise, and
• a minimum filter order can be chosen according to relative signal arrival
times.
It is therefore possible to minimise the computation cost associated with filter
operation. Specialised digital signal processing hardware such as VLSI Fast
Fourier transform (FFT) devices may also allow the efficiency of evaluation
of inner products to be improved. The Optimal Array Filters presented here
have a filter order dependent only on relative signal arrival times instead of
the time duration properties of the complete data trace, and are substantially
cheaper to implement and operate.
Alternative Array Filters derived in the frequency domain do not possess
these properties and in fact are implemented in the frequency domain hence
require forward and reverse Fourier transforms of the complete data traces. It
is not clear how one can guarantee adequate sampling in the approximations
which produce the discrete batch processing algorithms of these alternative
methods.
Undersampling of data can lead to deleterious effects due to space and
time aliasing effects. Chapter 4 demonstrates that the identification and
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modelling algorithm can be stable in the presence of undersampling — per-
haps in part due to its structure which matches the analytical solution of
the physical system. The questions of when spatial oversampling results in
no sensor diversity, or when spatial undersampling leads to invalidation of
the assumption that each data trace contains scaled copies of the same noise
and desired signal components, are important and some tests have been pre-
sented to check for such degenerate conditions. It is also possible to argue
that all layered models need to be capable of successfully processing some
undersampled data as a layer interface is in effect a spatially undersampled
region. Arguments in Chapter 2 concerning oversampling were formulated in
terms of relative signal magnitudes which were shown had to be different and
not subject to particular geometric relationships. While choosing data traces
that originated from sensors positioned at greater distances apart might im-
prove filter operation, it appears that some judgement is required in figuring
out when spatial undersampling becomes a problem.
The design of the Optimal Array Filters has been formulated in terms of
a signal property dependent matrix term (R′R)−1. The size of this inverse
matrix is directly dependent on the number of sensors used so that the ability
to use a minimum number of sensors reduces design complexity (matrix in-
version). Further, the processing of a minimum number of traces reduces the
effects of smearing across sensor traces in the spatial domain. This property
can however be balanced against the presence of signal property uncertainty
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where, if ‘picking’ of parameters has been not totally effective, the use of
extra data traces with some averaging may improve performance.
Many restrictions and assumptions have been part of problem formula-
tion in this work. From Chapter 4, it is clear the use of a one-dimensional
wave equation may not apply in the real world even though a strength of
this wave propagation modelling has been the reduction in simplifying as-
sumptions used in problem formulation. Currently, information about a
two- or three-dimensional region is produced by interpolating between re-
sults obtained from one-dimensional techniques applied to a large number
of overlapping paths in some region of interest. Measurement noise leads
to internal inconsistency of such analysis but this is minimised to obtain a
unique ‘correct’ result. The solution of the partial differential wave equation
can therefore still be extended to include input signal uncertainty and higher
spatial dimensions. If this higher complexity analysis is considered possible
(and worthwhile), then multimode wave sensing will also be required before
a less idealised earth model may be formed.
5.1 Further Work
Three specific instances of possible further work are now listed:
(1) While ‘picking’ information is regarded as quite accurate, no study in
this thesis has been directed towards investigating the sensitivity of
Optimal Array Filter design (and operation) to errors in signal param-
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eter estimation. Ideally, it might be possible to use remaining degrees
of freedom in filter design (obtained by increasing filter order if neces-
sary) to achieve this goal although, as indicated earlier in this Chapter,
a somewhat different problem formulation could be required. It might
also prove useful to allocate some design freedom to constraining the
array filter response in directions other than the direction of origin of
the desired signal and various (identified) coherent interferences.
(2) The study of the lossy wave equation could initially be extended into a
stochastic framework where solution takes into account measurement
data uncertainty. Whether a further extension into higher spatial di-
mensions is justified depends, to a certain extent, on the effectiveness
of new tomographic methods currently under development.
(3) In a broader context, Section 1.3(j) introduces the Gelfand-Levitan and
Marchenko methods by taking a one-dimensional Fourier transform of
a lossy wave equation to give a partial differential equation in the travel
time/spatial frequency domain. This relationship provides a basis that
allows results from quantum scattering to be applied to the problems of
seismic inversion. However, it also opens up the possibility that results
from seismic inversion studies may find application in areas such as
quantum scattering. In particular, the discrete modelling of an exact
solution presented in Chapter 4 may be of interest encapsulating, as it
does, two sets of boundary conditions.
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There exists no shortage of restrictive assumptions that might be relaxed to
obtain a more general problem. However, in the seismic application area,
any changes must bear in mind the realities of current field data acquisition
methods.
5.2 Summary
This work presents some seismic signal processing results subject to assump-
tions which idealise the earth in ways not related to issues of numerical
implementation. Such studies are expected to form a small part of the path
that may eventually lead to more effective geophysical signal processing tech-
niques applied to a less idealised earth model.
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